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1. Introduction

Digital Collection Objects (DCOs) are considered part of a museum’s collection and like physical objects,
are subject to the same museum procedures described in Spectrum 5.0. This toolkit is designed to provide
museum professionals with a suite of practical, tried and tested tools and guidelines, taken from the digital
preservation community and adapted and interpreted for the museum professional, within the framework of
Spectrum procedures.

The aim is to ensure museum professionals are provided the correct information to enable them to identify,
retrieve, store, preserve and access all types of DCO, both now and in the future.

This toolkit provides guidance on how museum professionals can provide and plan for the long-term
management and care of and access to DCOs. All advice is in accordance with current digital preservation
best practice and has been tried and tested within the international museum, archive, and library
community.

Using Spectrum’s 21 collection management procedures as a starting point, the toolkit looks at the existing
requirements for physical collections and asks the question: ’Are the requirements for managing DCOs
different from the requirements stipulated in Spectrum?’ If the requirements are the same for digital as they
are for physical objects, then only Spectrum is required as reference. If the requirements are different for
digital collections, then this toolkit should be used as a starting point.

Digital collections are very fragile, in some ways more so than physical collections. According to the
UNESCO Charter on the Preservation of Digital Heritage “digital heritage is at risk of being lost and that its
preservation for the benefit of present and future generations is an urgent issue of worldwide concern”.1

Museums are starting to collect a range of DCOs that are challenging our traditional definitions of the
museum object. Sometimes intangible, sometimes partly or entirely physical, sometimes networked,
sometimes interactive and always changing. As the museum sector starts to acquire and collect our digital
heritage in increasing complexity and variety, we are discovering significant barriers that enable us to
document, interpret, locate, access, interact with, preserve, and interpret these collections. In some cases
the governance and copyright frameworks, designed for physical objects, are not fit for purpose.

This toolkit attempts to unpick some of the digital preservation concepts, tools and protocols that are key to
understanding how a GLAM organisation may preserve DCOs now and in the long term. Managing and
preserving DCOs can be achieved, to some degree, with moderate resources and budget, but
organisations should be pragmatic about the type of DCO that can be managed in their organisation, within
the constraints of available staff time, expertise, resource and infrastructure, to ensure their collection or
potential collection is not exposed to short and long term risks. DCOs require just as much, if not more,
skills, capacity, planning and resources as physical objects. The IT infrastructure required can be
expensive, and the skills and time to monitor and proactively preserve digital collections over time should
not be overlooked.

Although this toolkit will offer solutions to some challenges, it is not currently possible to provide all the
solutions to the management of more complex DCOs. At the time of writing, there is no developed strategy
for acquiring, using, displaying, and preserving some complex digital heritage now and in the long term. In

1Charter on the Preservation of Digital Heritage, United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO), https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000179529.page=2, Accessed on 02 December 2020.
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fact, for the more complex cases, a partnership approach may be more feasible, where museums pool
expertise, time and infrastructure to co-acquire, manage and preserve the DCO for the nation.

1.1. Definition of Digital Collection Objects

The term Digital Collection Object (DCO) describes a wide range of different digital object types. What all
these objects have in common is that some or all of its elements require a digital environment, such as a
software application, specific hardware or the live web, to be accessed and understood by humans. DCOs
can comprise entirely of digital elements, entirely of physical components or a combination of the two.
Examples of DCOs that are in an entirely physical state include [physical digital devices], such as a USB
stick, or hardware that is integral to the DCO, such as a computer.

Examples of DCOs that are in a part physical/part digital state include digital files that are accompanied by
hardware used to provide access to the files and hybrid digital/physical art installations including digital
video and physical objects.

No DCO can operate in isolation and must be used together with the correct digital environment for the
intended meaning, concept or purpose of the object to be conveyed and understood by humans. Individual
components of a DCO can also have differing requirements in terms of their management and care, as with
any multi-part object. Indeed in the case of physical components, many aspects of Spectrum procedures
may directly apply to them unchanged, while digital components will require a combined collections
management and digital preservation approach.

Another defining characteristic of a DCO is that it’s digital and physical form will change overtime if it is to
exist in perpetuity. Due to the fragility of the digital medium, the [bits], the digital data that makes up the
DCO, must be transferred from one digital format to another overtime, to ensure the DCO can continue to
be accessed and enjoyed into the future.

When planning the management and documentation of a DCO it may be useful to consider two further
properties of the object:

1.1.1. Difficulty in managing

Different factors affect how easy or difficult it may be to manage and document a Digital Collection Object
(DCO). Commonly used formats such as TIFF files, PDF or MOV files can be easily accessed and the
software needed to play them is readily available, so managing and preserving these DCOs is relatively
straightforward, even in large numbers. Similarly, self-contained software packages, such as Microsoft
Word files, would be straightforward to manage if they can be run on common operating systems, such as
Windows or Mac OS.

However, DCOs made up of multiple digital elements, such as DPX files, or less common formats, such as
HTML/CSS files, will require more specialist resources and expertise to ascertain how the DCO will be
managed and preserved now and in the long term. Some DCOs are dependent on the live web, social
interaction or specific hardware drivers to function, so similarly these digital objects require specialist
expertise or resources to manage. Video games and other digital objects that depend on emerging media
to operate, are equally difficult to manage and preserve long term and it is recommended that only
organisations that have the capacity and resource to solely, or in partnership, take on the long term
management and preservation of this type of DCO, should consider doing so.

In the table below, are listed different types of DCO and a definition of the DCO type, an example of that
type of DCO and the level of resource required to manage and preserve the DCO now and in the long term:
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Type Definition Examples Level of resource
required to
manage/preserve

Commonly used
single digital files

● A single digital file on a commonly used
contemporary format

● Can be easily accessed on
software/hardware readily available.

● TIFF files
● PDF files
● MOV files

Little expertise or
resources required.

Self-contained
software that
depends on generic
operating systems

● Self-contained software package that
depend on generic operating systems
such as Windows XP or Mac OS 10.

● A software package is a set of files
“packaged” together that can freely
move between storage environments
without losing either intrinsic value as a
DCO, or the ability to access and use
their content.

● Unlike other DCOs software packages
they often have the capacity to create
additional files or data through their
usage.

● Docx (Word) files
● Xlsx (Excel) files

Little expertise or
resources required.

Less common
format/software/
hardware

● Less common formats
● Requires a less common

software/hardware to use it

● Simple
self-contained
website e.g.
HTML/CSS files.

● CAD files and
software

Requires more
specialist expertise
and resource to
manage

DCO containing
multiple digital
elements/files

● May consist of multiple related digital
elements or files.

● The digital elements or files need to
work together to render the whole DCO
and without one, the intrinsic value as a
collection object is lost.

● Media stored as
a sequence of
separate files
e.g. Moving
image DPX
sequences.

● CAD files

Requires more
specialist expertise
and resource to
manage

DCO with complex
digital dependencies

● DCOs that are dependent on complex
hardware, software or other digital
environments to operate effectively.

● For example, a software package which
requires management of dependencies
to move between storage
environments.

● Examples of dependencies include
additional software packages such as
playback software and hardware
drivers, specific operating system
versions, internet access for externally
hosted dependencies, connection to a
specifically configured database, or
installation in an environment
distributed across multiple servers.

● DCOs that interact with the live web
and/or online social networks.

● Website with
external
dependencies
e.g. externally
hosted
JavaScript
libraries.

● Audio software
with hardware
driver
dependencies.

● An application
which utilises a
separately
installed
database to
operate.

Requires more
specialist expertise
and resource to
manage
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Video games ● The combination of the unique
copyright issues, the complex hardware
dependencies, the emerging
technologies used and the interactive
nature of this DCO, makes managing
and preserving video games very
challenging.

● As preserving video games is an
emerging discipline, there is a lack of
best practice guidance and support.

● In the Eyes of the
Animal,
Marshmallow
Laser Feast,
2015. An
immersive virtual
reality animation
with haptics and
sound,
experienced
using a VR
headset and
“rumble pack”.

Requires significant
specialist resources to
manage within one or
across organisations.

Legacy digital
formats

● Legacy digital formats that have
become or very soon to become
obsolete.

● The Digital Preservation Coalition
maintain a “Bit List” of digitally
endangered species , that flag up any2

digital formats that are at risk of
obsolescence. Any formats categorised
as “Endangered”, “Critically
endangered” and “Practically extinct”
should be considered part of this
category.

● Sonic the
Hedgehog

● Nintendo
GameCube

● Universal Media
Disk

● Digital Betacam

1.1.2. Physicality

The physical nature of a Digital Collection Object (DCO) can vary from being purely digital, to purely
physical to partly digital and partly physical.

An important question when managing a DCO is to consider to what degree any physical component
should be considered part of it. Factors to consider include:

● How much intrinsic value do the physical aspects of the object lend to it?
● Does the object lose any meaning if only the digital (or physical) components of the object are

preserved?
● Would preserving the physical aspects of the object allow you to better reflect the intended

experience of the object?
● Does your organisation have access to sufficient expertise in preserving both physical and digital

components of the object?

There is no one-size-fits-all answer to these questions, but an overall stance on some of these questions is
something you should consider addressing as part of your collecting policy and digital preservation strategy.
However, these questions should also be considered individually as part of assessing any new digital
acquisition. Note that due to the changing form of the DCO, it may have one category at the point of
acquisition but move to another category when digitally preserved and stored.

2 The “Bit List” of Digitally Endangered Species. Digital Preservation Coalition.
https://www.dpconline.org/digipres/champion-digital-preservation/bit-list. Accessed 07 July 2021
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Category Definition Examples

Digital only The object has no physical component and is a
purely digital thing.

● Digital photographs, e.g. TIFF or
JPEG files.

● Digital artworks, e.g. Photoshop
PSD or Illustrator AI files.

● Digital documents, e.g. PDF
files.

● Digital architectural designs, e.g.
AutoCAD files.

Stored on a physical
digital device that is not
part of the DCO

The DCO is stored on a [physical digital storage
device], but the device does not lend significant
meaning to the object, and the meaning or
intrinsic value of the object would not be
lessened by removal from the physical carrier.

● Digital photographs supplied on
a USB drive.

● Moving image media supplied on
an LTO data tape.

Stored on a physical
digital device considered
part of the DCO

The DCO is stored on a physical digital storage
device that it could be theoretically separated
from, but the carrier is also considered to be an
intrinsic part of that object.

● Video game stored on
DVD/Blu-ray media or ROM
cartridge.

Physical/digital hybrid The DCO includes physical components which
it cannot be separated from without significantly
impacting either the usability or intrinsic
meaning and value of the object itself.

● Digital audio-visual installation to
be displayed on the original
hardware.

● Computer hardware e.g. PCs,
tablets, phones, video games
consoles, 360 video headsets.

● A multimedia art installation
incorporating digital projection
and /or audio recording
alongside tangible components
made as part of the artwork or
found objects incorporated into
the installation.
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1.2. What is out of scope?

Digital material, sometimes referred to as [digital assets], that are not part of the museum’s registered
collection, are out of scope for this document. For example, digital photographs and other reproductions of
physical museum objects, that are described in the Spectrum Reproduction procedure .3

However, [supporting digital files] that accompany some Digital Collection Objects (DCOs), are the
exception to this rule and are in scope, as without supporting files, some DCOs could not be accessed,
operated or understood.

1.3. How to navigate the toolkit

Each of Spectrum’s 21 collection management procedures has a separate section in the toolkit. Within
each section, there is a table listing each requirement in the corresponding Spectrum procedure, indicating
whether the requirement is different for digital collections or the same as physical collections.

When the requirement is different for digital collections, the table references a section in the toolkit, which
outlines exactly how the requirements for managing digital collections are different.

When the requirements are the same, the corresponding requirement in Spectrum should be followed as it
is with physical collections.

Any technical or digital preservation terms referenced in the Toolkit, have been defined in chapter A.1.
Glossary and enclosed in [square brackets].

A Bibliography of recommended further reading is referenced throughout the Toolkit and fully listed in
chapter A.2.

1.4. Who should use the toolkit?

The Toolkit will be useful to any museum or GLAM professional with whole or part responsibility for
managing Digital Collection Objects (DCOs).

1.4. Notes on Version 2.0

Version 2.0. of the toolkit is a draft, incomplete version of the toolkit. It incorporates feedback on version
1.1. gathered in a series of workshops carried out with members of the GLAM sector. A read-only copy of
this toolkit has been circulated to attendees of a series of Digital Collections Toolkit Feedback Workshops,
who have started to road test it in their respective museums and other GLAM organisations. A review of the
chapters covered in version 2.0 will be carried out to monitor how the participants are using the toolkit and
review any further feedback gathered.

3Collections Trust. Reproduction - suggested procedure.
https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/reproduction-suggested-procedure/. Accessed 10 March 2020
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2. Getting Started

The guidance below is designed to be used by museum professionals just getting started with digital
collections. If your museum has already acquired Digital Collections Objects (DCOs) but as yet has no
strategy or procedures for managing them, go to Section 2.1 to follow the workflow for safeguarding your
digital collection in the short term, then go to Section 2.2 to find out how to create a strategy for managing
and digitally preserving the DCOs in the museum’s collection. If your museum does not have a DCO
collection but plans to acquire digital heritage in the future, and as yet has no strategy in place, go straight
to Section 2.2.

2.1. First steps in safeguarding an existing digital collection

This section is aimed at organisations that already have acquired DCOs but as yet have no formal
procedures for managing them. The checklist below should be considered as a starting point, focussing on
a list of priority actions that are essential to ensure the existing digital collection is secure and identifiable in
the short term. Implementing this set of actions below will buy your organisation a little time. However, in
the medium term, it is highly recommended that the museum develops procedures and strategy, based on
recommendations in the toolkit, for managing its digital collections to ensure they will survive into the future.

Order of
Priority

Activity Risk to digital collection if
not actioned

1 Without digitally or physically accessing or moving any digital files,
produce a register of what digital collections your organisation holds
and where they are stored. More detail will be required once the files
are safe to access. For further information on updating your
documentation plan to include digital collections, go to section 11.2.
Writing your documentation plan [in development].

You will not know
approximately what DCOs you
hold and where they are
located.

2 Set up a computer workstation/s and for managing all types of digital
and storage formats that the museum is currently or intends to
access, acquire and/or preserve. This workstation must not be
networked to the rest of the IT network. Guidance for Digital
Preservation Workflows, produced by The National Archives has a
useful section on setting up workstations for managing digital files4

received and/or held on [physical digital devices] or virtual digital
environments.

You cannot access or transfer
digital files on [physical digital
storage devices] or digital
content held on computers or
other hardware. You cannot
safely download or transfer
digital files from external
sources as you may
compromise the IT network.

3 For some DCOs stored on [physical digital storage devices] such as
a hard drive or floppy disk, in particular older devices, you may wish
to use a Write-Blocker software on your Workstation. For further
information, go to Section 12.2.1.2. Write-Blocker software in the
chapter on Condition checking and assessments.

Digital information could be
lost or deleted.

4 From your appropriate workstation or PC, without moving any digital
files yet, follow the protocol for virus scanning every digital file in the
collection from their separate digital locations. For further information,
go to Section 12.2.2. Virus scanning.

A virus or malware
compromises digital file/s or
the whole IT network.

4 Guidance for Digital Preservation Workflows. Kevin Bolton, Jan Whalen and Rachel Bolton.
https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/documents/digital-preservation-workflow-guidance-web-server-copy.pdf.
Accessed on 17/02/2021.
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5 Consult documentation to make sure each digital file has a
checksum. If a pre-entry [checksum] has not been provided, generate
a checksum as soon as it is safe to do so, then carry out a fixity
check. For further information, go to Section 12.2.3. Fixity
checking.

There is no evidence that
information in the digital file
has changed e.g. information
is corrupted, missing, or
damaged.

6 Once the virus scanning and fixity checks have been actioned,
transfer digital files and supporting digital files that form part of your
digital collection into a secure backed up digital location. For more
information go to Section 5. Location and Movement Control.

Your DCOs and supporting
digital files are deleted or
corrupted and cannot be
retrieved.

7 Once it is safe and possible to access the digital files, carry out a
more detailed inventory. For further information, go to Section 6.2.3.
Creating a complete inventory in the Inventory chapter.

You will not know what DCOs
you hold, where they are
located.

8 Using file copying software, transfer the digital files into long term
digital storage. The Digital Preservation Handbook, produced by the
Digital Preservation Coalition, has a useful section on Storage .5

Create at least two exact copies of each digital file and supporting
files in the same digital format and save to separate digital locations.
For more information about transferring digital files without losing
data or damaging the digital file, go to Section 5.4.5.1. File copying
software in the Location movement and control chapter. For further
information about creating copies, go to Section 13. Collections
care and conservation [note this section is not yet available].

Your DCOs and supporting
digital files become corrupted
or damaged over time and
there is no copy to fall back
on.

5 Storage. Digital Preservation Handbook. Digital Preservation Coalition.
https://www.dpconline.org/handbook/organisational-activities/storage. Accessed on 23/02/2021.
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2.2. Starting from scratch

2.2.1. Develop a strategy for managing and digitally preserving your digital collection

A strategy for defining how you will collect, document, store, digitally preserve, and access your museum’s
digital collection is essential. Your strategy should consist of a mixture of policies, procedures and plans for
the application of procedures.

There is no one-size-fits-all approach to a digital collections strategy, rather a series of best practice
approaches that can be selected depending on the size and nature of the collection and your museum’s
mandate. The sections below will help you define your museum’s current capacity, resource, and capability
for managing digital collections and provide a set of outputs for each activity. The National Archives have
produced guidance in his area that is available on their website.6

2.2.2. Assess your museum’s strategic readiness

To develop a strategy for managing a digital collection, it is useful to assess your museum’s current and
potential capacity to develop and manage its current and future digital collections. If your museum has
ambitions to establish a digital collection or to collect more or different digital heritage in the future, a review
of this kind will also help identify any areas for future development. To understand your museum’s strategic
readiness, you should take the following steps.

Make use of The Digital Cultural Compass free tracker tool to make an initial assessment of your7

organisation’s overall digital readiness. This is a tool which was commissioned by ACE as part of Culture is
Digital, which allows you to assess your overall digital readiness and then track progress to digital maturity.

Review the organisation’s existing Collections Management Policy framework, which all accredited
museums should already have.

Collections Development: Arts Council England has produced a template for a Collection Development
Policy (which documents the principles of what the museum acquires) which is available through the
Collections Trust Acquisition and Accessioning resources. The museum’s digital collections should be8

outlined within the description of the current collection and themes for future collection as this establishes
them as collection objects, rather than digital assets in the museum’s ownership.

Collections Documentation: This part of the policy framework should document the museum’s
commitment to recording information about the Digital Collection Objects (DCOs)

Collections Care: The Collections Care policy should document the organisational commitment and
approach to storing, preserving and conserving DCOs.

8Collections Development Policy Template, Collections Trust
https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/collections-development-policy-template/ Accessed on 8 August 2021

7 Digital Cultural Compass, Arts Council England and National Lottery Heritage Fund,
https://digitalculturecompass.org.uk/ Accessed on 22 July 2021

6 Developing a digital preservation strategy and policy. The National Archives.
https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/archives-sector/advice-and-guidance/managing-your-collection/preserving-digit
al-collections/developing-a-digital-preservation-strategy-and-policy/ Accessed on 11 February 2021.
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Outputs that you will have produced at this stage are outlined below. These will form part of the
organisational status description for building a business case for improvement.

● An assessment of your organisation’s digital maturity and proposed actions to improve this level.
● An assessment of your organisation’s Collections Management Policy framework.

2.2.3 Assess your museum’s operational readiness

If you do have an existing digital collection, review the information compiled in the digital collections section
of the museum’s documentation plan, including the format and type of Digital Collection Objects (DCOs)
you hold and the reason for acquisition. This information will help you start to define the technical, ethical,
and curatorial requirements of managing these DCOs now and in the future, so they can be accessed and
enjoyed by the public in the manner and context that the museum and the artist or producer intended.

There are a number of assessment frameworks and maturity models available for free online, which will
help your museum assess its technical infrastructure, staff capacity and expertise and processes to check
its readiness.

The Digital Preservation Coalition’s Rapid Assessment Model (RAM) , is an excellent light touch tool for9

organisations of all sizes to self-evaluate their governance framework, policies and technical infrastructure
and ascertain their readiness for managing DCOs. It is recommended that smaller organisations with less
resources aim for level 2 and larger organisations with more resources aim for level 4. Levels of Digital
Preservation and the accompanying assessment created by the National Digital Stewardship Alliance10

(NDSA) is excellent for a more focussed look on the technical requirements of preserving DCOs in
accordance with digital preservation best practice.

Outputs you will have produced at this stage will be:

● An assessment of operational readiness for managing digital collections. This will form part of the
status description within a business case for improving digital collections management.

2.2.4 Assess the risks

If your organisation has an existing digital collection, it is an essential part of your collection’s business plan
to carry out an assessment of the risks that the collection is exposed to if the organisation were to do
nothing to manage or preserve the collection. A risk assessment is a good way of establishing and
advocating for the urgency and importance of following digital preservation best practice and identifying the
areas of the collection in most need of resource and staff attention.

The Digital Preservation Coalition has published a table of risks and financial costs that organisations are11

exposed to if digital preservation is not carried out, as well as benefits to the organisation when successful
digital preservation has been achieved. This table of risks can be used to assess your own collection to

11 What are the risks of not preserving digital material? Digital Preservation Coalition.
https://www.dpconline.org/digipres/dpeg-motivator-costs. Accessed on 06 July 2021.

10 2019 Levels of Digital Preservation. National Digital Stewardship Alliance. https://osf.io/4d567/. Accessed on 23
February 2021.

9 Rapid Assessment Model (RAM), The Digital Preservation Coalition. https://www.dpconline.org/digipres/dpc-ram.
Accessed on 05 July 2021.
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produce an organisational risk register for your digital collections or incorporated into your existing
collections risk register. Collections Trust and SHARE Museums East have produced a guide for
incorporating potential risks into a risk assessment and risk management plan.12

The output you will have produced during this stage is:

● A risk register for your DCOs which can be reviewed on a regular basis.

2.2.5 Decide which standards and best practice models you wish to implement.

At present, best practice models have been developed primarily for the archive sector. Two models which
can be reused for museum collections are described below.

2.2.5.1. Open Archival Information System (OAIS)

The Open Archival Information System (OAIS) is an international model widely used by the archive sector13

to ensure that digital files are described consistently, information is shared and kept together to ensure long
term preservation and access.

The OAIS Reference model describes an information model for structuring digital files and their metadata.
The “Submission Information Package (SIP)” is the package of all the digital files, supporting files and
metadata that make up the DCO sent from the “producer” to the “archive”. It includes the following
information objects:

● Content Information: this includes the data object and its representation information.
● Preservation Description Information: contains information necessary to preserve its affiliated

content information (such as information about the item's provenance, unique identifiers, a
Checksum or other authentication data, etc.)

● Packaging Information: holds the components of the information package together.
● Descriptive Information: metadata about the object which allows the object to be located at a later

time using the archive's search or retrieval functions.

The “Archive Information Package (AIP)” is the package of all the digital files, supporting files and metadata
that make up the DCO that is received by the archive. An AIP contains both metadata that describes the
structure and content of an “archived essence” and the “actual essence” itself.

13 The Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems. The Open Archival Information System.
https://cwe.ccsds.org/moims/_layouts/15/WopiFrame.aspx?sourcedoc=/moims/docs/MOIMS-DAI/Draft%20Documents
/OAIS%20v3/OAIS%20final%20v3%20draft%20with%20changes%20wrt%20OAISv2%2020190924-rl.docx&action=d
efault. Accessed 10 March 2020.

12 Assess and Manage Risk in Collections Care, Collections Trust, Norfolk Museums Service and SHARE Museums
East https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/assess-and-manage-risk-in-collections-care/ Accessed on 23 July
2021
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2.2.5.2. Trustworthy Repositories Audit and Certification (TRAC)

TRAC is a framework used by archival repositories to help them certify as a trustworthy digital repository
and comply with OAIS. This is not a standard that you are required as a museum to work towards, however,
some sections are useful in describing what good looks like for a digital archive. To be a “trustworthy”
repository, there must be a “mission to provide reliable, long-term access to managed digital resources to
its Designated Community, now and into the future”. There is also very practical guidance on how this could
be done, that might be a useful resource.

The following chapters are the most useful:

● Digital object management - Ingest: acquisition of content
● Digital object management - Ingest: Creation of the AIP
● Preservation planning
● AIP preservation
● Information management
● Access management

The output you will have produced at this stage will be:

● A proposed standard framework for your organisation. The achievement of this standard framework
will form the bulk of your business plan for managing DCOs.

2.2.7 Build a business case for developing organisational readiness

The outputs created in the preceding steps in this section will provide you with the building blocks for
creating a strategy and plan for managing your collection of DCOs. The next stage of developing the plan is
providing the business case for implementing the digital collection management and preservation plan.
Preservica provide a useful framework and template for a business case and project proposal for digital14

preservation. This should be used in conjunction with the internal organisational information you have
produced in previous steps to create your own project proposal.

14 A guide to making the case for digital preservation, Preservica,
https://preservica.com/uploads/legacy/2016/07/A-Guide-to-Making-the-Case-for-Digital-Preservation.pdf,
Accessed 23 July 2021
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3. Object entry

3.1. Spectrum Procedure15

Spectrum Procedure Are the recommendations different for digital
collections?

Preparing for object entry (if known in advance) N/A

Prepare for the arrival of the objects at your
museum.

Yes. See Section 3.2.1.

Creating an entry record and receipt N/A

Make a record of the objects as soon as they
arrive.

Yes. See Section 3.3.1.

Check and note the objects’ condition, and any
associated risks.

Yes. See Section 3.3.2.

Give (or send) the owner a copy of the entry
record.

No.

Processing newly-arrived objects Yes. See Section 3.3.3.

Tag the objects with a temporary label marked
with the Entry number or Loan in reference
number.

Yes. See Section 3.3.4.

Record the first location of the objects. Yes. See Section 3.3.5.

If the objects are planned acquisitions or
incoming loans, return to the relevant
procedure.

Yes. For acquisitions, see Section 4.
Acquisition and accessioning. For loans
see Loans In (borrowing objects).

If objects arrive unexpectedly and are offered
for acquisition, consider this offer.

No.

If an owner leaves objects for identification,
carry this out within the agreed time.

No.

If objects arrive anonymously, deal with them
according to your object entry policy.

No.

15 Collections Trust. Object entry - Suggested procedure.
https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/object-entry-suggested-procedure/. Accessed on 10 March 2020.
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3.2. Preparing for Object entry (if known in advance)

3.2.1. Prepare for the arrival of the objects at your museum.

Order of
Priority

Activity Risk to digital collection if not
actioned

1 Prepare a full list of the digital formats and hardware that
the museum has the capacity, expertise, and resources to
digitally store and/or preserve that can be circulated to
prospective lenders and acquisitions sources. Ensure the
requirements are in accordance with your digital
preservation strategy.

Although the collection policy may describe the type of
digital collections the museum intends to collect, it is
unlikely to state the exact digital formats or hardware
specifications as this information may change with time.

The museum acquires digital files and
hardware it cannot digitally preserve in
the long term or is missing vital
information required to monitor the
digital formats and plan for future digital
preservation. This means the bits
making up the DCO will either become
damaged or the digital format or
hardware will become [obsolete],
inaccessible, and unusable.

2 It is recommended that you communicate with the donor
and other stakeholders, what level of digital preservation
can be achieved at your museum for specific digital file
formats or technology. For example, for a video game using
emerging technologies such as virtual reality software, it
may only be feasible to achieve [bit-level preservation],
which means the software could not be accessed or
experienced by the public in the intended way, now or in the
long term.

Reputational risk if the level of digital
preservation achieved long term is not
what the donor or other stakeholders
expected.

3 Negotiate the terms and conditions of the loan or acquisition
with the depositor, rights holders, and any other agents
responsible for licencing, patenting, distribution, rights and
producing all aspects of the DCO. See Section I. below for
details on what questions to ask the lender/s or donor/s.

For some DCOs, such as video games and other
[proprietary software], the stakeholder group will be very
complex, so allow plenty of time to identify, contact and
agree terms with each of these agents prior to the
acquisition or loan. All terms agreed should be made in
accordance with the museum’s acquisition and loans
policies.

Preserving, accessing, copying or other
activities carried out in the museum on
the DCO, could risk a breach of
copyright, patent, contract, or
intellectual property law if terms and
conditions have not been established or
documented.

4 Send a list of [metadata] that should be provided by every
donor and lender, for each digital file, as described in
Section II. The Information is required to ensure the digital
components of the DCO can be accessed, stored,
managed, and digitally preserved now and in the future. The
information is separated into two categories: technical
metadata and descriptive metadata. It is recommended that
the lender/s or donor/s send the metadata in an electronic
format in the same folder as the digital files making up the
acquisition.

Metadata describes and keeps safe
fundamental information about the
digital files and the DCO. Without this
information, the museum may not be
able to identify, access, preserve or
carry out any other essential
preservation, documentation or
collections management activity.

5 When the information for the acquisition or loan has been
received, have it ready for when the DCOs arrive.

Without the information, it will be more
difficult to carry out an inventory and
keep track of what has been received.
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I. Terms and conditions questions for donors and lenders

The following information should be agreed in writing with each agent:

● Name of the agent.
● Role of the agent e.g. Copyright holder or software licencing.
● What are the restrictions on how the DCO is stored, preserved, displayed, and accessed throughout

its life at the museum?
● What aspect of the DCO does the restriction apply?
● Start and end date of each restriction.
● Date that each restriction is to be reviewed (if applicable).
● Are there any agreed actions for the museum to ensure compliance with the stated restrictions?

II. Metadata requirements to be provided by donors and lenders

The information outlined in the table below is required to ensure the digital components of the DCO can be
accessed, stored, managed, and digitally preserved now and in the future. The information is separated into
two categories: [technical metadata] and [descriptive metadata].

All information described below as [technical metadata] can be automatically generated by the vendor,
donor, or lender by creating a [filelist] of all digital files and folders to be lent, donated or purchased. All
information described below as [descriptive metadata] might be recorded in the digital file or folder, supplied
in a separate XML file, or may be provided in a separate analogue or electronic document. Ideally the
metadata file should be electronic and saved in the same folder as DCOs making up the acquisition or loan.

Also in the table below is a column indicating what metadata should be embedded in the digital file and
what can be recorded in a separate file. The benefit of having technical metadata embedded in the digital
file is that the metadata stays with the digital file at all times and is therefore less likely to get lost.

Information
Type

Description Example Metadata
Type

Embed in a
digital file?
Y/N

Essenti
al/ Very
useful?

[Original
filename and
folder names]

The name assigned to the
digital files and the folder the
files are supplied in. It is the
name assigned by the creator
of the file, prior to entry and not
to be confused with any
in-house file/folder name
assigned after entry.

Chickens_v2_2015.m
ov

map_of_british
_isles.tif

Technical
metadata

Yes Essentia
l

[File size] The size of each digital file for
each DCO in megabytes (MB),
gigabytes, terabytes (TB) or
petabytes (PB). This
information is very useful
during resource planning to
calculate the total size of the
deposit and the digital storage
capacity required.

● 3 TB
● 304 GB

Technical
metadata

Yes Very
useful

[File format] The file extension of each
digital file. This information is

● TIFF
● REP

Technical
metadata

Yes Essentia
l
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required to inform future digital
preservation actions.

● PDF
● X3D

[Checksum] A checksum for each digital file.
This information is essential for
use later on to carry out future
fixity checks to confirm the
integrity of the digital file after
internal or external transfer.
For further information see
Section 12.2.3. Fixity
checking.

120EA8A25E5D487B
F687096440019

Technical
metadata

Yes Essentia
l

[Checksum
type]

The algorithm used to generate
the checksum. The museum
needs to know this so it can run
another checksum on entry
using the same algorithm.

MD5 Technical
metadata

Yes Essentia
l

Copyright
holder/s

Copyright holder/s that hold the
copyright to all or part of the
DCO.

Apple Descriptive
metadata

Yes Essentia
l

Terms and
conditions

Record any terms and
conditions agreed by the
acquisition source or lender
that describes how the
museum must document, store,
preserve, display, and
otherwise use or re-use the
DCO during its life at the
museum. For terms and
conditions agreed with other
agents, see step 2.

“The DCO must be
exhibited using x
hardware in
accordance with the
setup guide
accompanying the
work.”

Descriptive
metadata

No Essentia
l

[Digital
dependencies]

Describe any technology
(software or hardware),
information or other factors that
are required to ensure the DCO
can be accessed, preserved,
stored and experienced in the
way the creator intended. It is a
dependency if the DCO cannot
be accessed, used, preserved
or shared without it.

Technology
dependencies
example: virtual
reality games require
a virtual reality
headset.

Information
dependency
example: Metadata
recording the
encryption key to
access the source
digital files.

Other examples:
Some DCOs are
constantly changing
and evolving and
need to be connected
to the internet or an
online social network.

Descriptive/
technical
metadata

No Essentia
l
(if
exists)
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[Authenticity] Proof that the digital files that
make up the DCO are
authentic. This may be
particularly important for digital
artwork.

A digital signature Descriptive
metadata

Yes Very
useful

3.3. Different methods of digital and physical entry

The details of object entry are not explicitly described in Spectrum, as this level of detail is not required for
managing physical objects. However, it is necessary to describe them for digital collections, as there are a
variety of ways in which the source digital files and any supporting files that make up the Digital Collection
Object (DCO) may enter the museum. The list below outlines common methods of digital and
physical/digital entry:

I. Virtual entry - unmanaged: Digital files may enter the museum using an [unmanaged virtual
method] i.e. downloaded from an online source, an email attachment, or an encrypted URL link e.g.
Vimeo. It is recommended that only trusted secure digital sources are used.

II. Virtual entry - [file transfer platform]: Digital files are uploaded and transferred onto a dedicated
file transfer platform which manages and organises the stages of transfer, fixity, validation, and
receipt of files from the depositor to the museum.

III. Physical entry - digital storage: Digital files arrive on a [physical digital storage device] e.g. hard
drive or USB stick that is not considered part of the acquired DCO.

IV. [Physical entry]: The DCO has physical components e.g. a computer terminal or a video games
console.
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I. Virtual entry - unmanaged

Order of
Priority

Activity Risk to digital collection if
not actioned

1 1.1. Use a dedicated workstation, not connected to the museum IT
network. You will need to temporarily connect the computer to the
internet to receive the incoming digital files.

1.2. Ensure a [digital quarantine] has been set up and create a
dedicated folder for each digital acquisition or loan event, so all
the files received go into the same folder.

1.3. Create a separate folder in the acquisition folder for any problem
digital files that will need to be re-supplied by the donor or lender
e.g. corrupted files.

1.4. If the digital files are received with their own folder structure, this
should be maintained.

If files are not saved into a
digital quarantine
environment before they
have been identified,
scanned or fixity checked, the
digital files could corrupt the
IT network or other digital
files saved in the same
location.

2 2.1. Download and immediately save all [source digital files],
supporting digital files and original folders into the prepared folder
in the digital quarantine location.

2.2. It is recommended that the download process is carried out twice
to ensure the digital files are not corrupted at the point of
download.

2.3. It is vital that no digital files are accessed until after a virus scan
and a fixity check have been completed and no errors or issues
have been found.

If the digital files are not
saved into a dedicated folder
for the acquisition, digital files
could be easily mislaid, lost,
deleted or not correctly
documented.

3 Pointing the [virus scanning] software to the prepared folder in the
digital quarantine location, without moving any digital files yet, follow
the protocol for virus scanning. For further information, go to Section
12.2.2. Virus scanning.

A virus or malware
compromises digital file/s or
the whole IT network.

4 4.1. Consult the filelist provided by the donor or lender and check that
each digital file and supporting digital file has a [checksum] and a
checksum type. If a pre-entry checksum has not been provided,
contact the donor or lender to request it.

4.2. If this is not possible, generate a checksum as soon as it is safe to
do so.

4.3. Compare the checksums of the two downloaded copies. If the
checksums match, delete one of the copies.

4.4. Compare the pre-entry and post-entry checksums. If they match
then proceed onto step 5. For further information, go to Section
12.2.3. Fixity checking.

There is no evidence that
information in the digital file
has changed e.g. information
is corrupted, missing, or
damaged.

5 Once the fixity checks and virus scanning is complete, transfer digital
files with errors to the folder for problem files.
For further information on safely transferring digital files without losing
data or damaging the digital file, go to Section 5.4.5.1. File copying
software in the Location movement and control chapter.

These digital files are opened
by mistake and corrupt other
digital files or compromise
the IT network.

6 6.1. If not already generated, generate a complete filelist of all digital
files received. For more information, see section 7.4.4. Extracting
metadata for use in documentation.

6.2. Export the filelist to a [CSV file]. Include the date the filelist was
run in the filename and save in the acquisition folder.

No evidence that the right
digital files and supporting
digital files have been
received.
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6.3. Compare the filelist provided by the depositor with the post-entry
filelist and contact the donor if there are any discrepancies and
arrange for correct files to be supplied if required.

II. Virtual entry - file transfer platform method

Order of
Priority

Activity Risk to digital collection if not
actioned

1 1.1. The depositor uploads all [source digital files] and [supporting
files] that form part of the acquisition or loan, onto the file
transfer platform.

1.2. Using the dedicated workstation, using the filelist supplied by
the donor/lender, check that all [source digital files] and
[supporting files] used to ensure long term access and
preservation of the DCO have been uploaded and no errors
found during scanning and fixity checks.

1.3. If this is not the case, contact the depositor to arrange for the
right files to be supplied.

The DCOs received do not
match the DCOs authorised for
donation or loan.

2 2.1. Ensure a [digital quarantine] has been set up and create a
dedicated folder for each digital acquisition or loan event, so all
the files received go into the same folder.

2.2. If the digital files are received with their own folder structure,
this should be maintained.

If files are not saved into a digital
quarantine environment before
they have been identified, the
digital files could mislaid or be
lost.

3 3.1. The files are automatically virus scanned, fixity checked and
validated. If any of these checks fails the depositor must supply
an alternative file that meets the stipulated technical
specification.

N/A

4 4.1. Generate a complete filelist and export the filelist to a [CSV
file]. Include the date the filelist was run in the filename and
save in the acquisition folder. For more information, see section
7.4.4. Extracting metadata for use in documentation.

No evidence that the right digital
files and supporting digital files
have been received.

5 5.1. Transfer the [source digital files] and any supporting files from
the file transfer platform to the dedicated folder in the [digital
quarantine] location. For further information on safely
transferring digital files without losing data or damaging the
digital file, go to Section 5.4.5.1. File copying software in the
Location movement and control chapter.

If files are not saved into a digital
quarantine environment before
they have been identified, the
digital files could mislaid or be
lost.
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III. Physical digital storage method

Order of
Priority

Activity Risk to digital collection if
not actioned

1 1.1. The [physical digital device] is delivered to the museum using an
agreed transport method.

1.2. Ideally the contents of the [physical digital device] should be
transferred to a [digital quarantine] location on the same day the
device arrives at the museum.

1.3. However, if this is not possible, the device should be labelled with
an object entry number. See Section 3.3.2. below for creating an
object entry receipt for DCOs that arrive at the museum on a
[physical digital device].

The [physical digital device]
could be mislaid or the DCO
and supporting files held on
the device not identified or
lost.

2 2.1. Use a dedicated workstation, not connected to the museum IT
network, and ensure all the appropriate software has been
installed.

2.2. If using Write-Blocker software, ensure this is installed on your16

workstation before you proceed. For further information, go to
Section 12.2.1.2. Write-Blocker software in the chapter on
Condition checking and assessments.

2.3. Ensure a [digital quarantine] has been set up and create a
dedicated folder for each digital acquisition or loan event, so all
the files received go into the same folder.

2.4. Create a separate folder in the acquisition folder for any problem
digital files that will need to be re-supplied by the donor or lender
e.g. corrupted files.

2.5. If the digital files are received with their own folder structure, this
should be maintained.

The metadata or digital files
held on the device could be
corrupted or deleted.

3 3.1. Place the [physical digital device] into the appropriate reader or
port on your workstation.

3.2. Pointing the virus scanning software to the device, without moving
any digital files yet, follow the protocol for virus scanning every
digital file on the device. For further information, go to Section
12.2.2. Virus scanning in the chapter on Condition checking and
assessments.

A virus or malware
compromises digital file/s or
the whole IT network.

4 Consult the filelist provided by the donor or lender and check that
each digital file and supporting digital file has a checksum and a
checksum type. If a pre-entry [checksum] has not been provided,
contact the donor or lender to request it. If this is not possible,
generate a checksum as soon as it is safe to do so, then carry out a
fixity check. For further information, go to Section 12.2.3. Fixity
checking in the chapter on Condition checking and assessments.

There is no evidence that
information in the digital file
has changed e.g.
information is corrupted,
missing, or damaged.

5. 5.1. Once virus scanning and fixity checking has been carried out and
it is safe to access the digital files, generate a [filelist] of the
contents of the [physical digital device]. For more information, see
section 7.4.4. Extracting metadata for use in documentation.

5.2. Compare the pre-entry and post-entry filelists and check
everything has been received in the correct format.

It is important to generate a
filelist immediately to
provide evidence of exactly
what was received. Without
a post-entry filelist, there is
no proof of what digital files
have been received.

16 Example of open source Write Blocker software for USB.
https://sourceforge.net/projects/usbwriteblockerforwindows8/
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6 6.1. Transfer all [source digital files] and supporting digital files and
original folders that have passed virus scanning and fixity checks,
into the prepared folder in the [digital quarantine environment].
For further information on safely transferring digital files without
losing data or damaging the digital file, go to Section 5.4.5.1. File
copying software in the Location movement and control chapter.

Although these digital files
have been checked for
viruses, the digital
quarantine environment is
an excellent place to hold all
digital files that have not yet
been fully documented and
are still being tracked using
the original filename and the
object entry or loan in
number. If the digital files
were not moved to the
digital quarantine
environment, there is a risk
the files will be deleted or
lost.

IV. Physical entry

Step # Step-by-step instructions

1 Follow the Spectrum Object entry procedure.

3.3. Creating an entry record and receipt

3.3.1. Make a record of the objects as soon as they arrive.

Once all the digital files for the acquisition have been saved in the dedicated folder for the acquisition in the
[digital quarantine] environment, the next steps can be taken below:

I. Digital files held in digital quarantine environment

Order of
Priority

Activity Risk to digital collection if not
actioned

1 1.1. Compile a list of any digital files that are corrupted, in an
incorrect format, do not meet the agreed specification,
are not complete or any other issues.

1.2. Make arrangements with the lender, agent or acquisition
source to delete/return the incorrect files and arrange
re-supply of the correct digital files.

1.3. If digital files have been deleted or replaced, generate a
new filelist, record the date in the filename and save in
the acquisition folder. For more information, see section
7.4.4. Extracting metadata for use in documentation.

If you acquired DCOs that are not to
the agreed specification, the
museum may not have the resource,
expertise, or capacity to digitally
preserve the DCO in the long term.

2 2.1. Create an entry record and receipt, listing all digital files
and physical components that make up the whole
acquisition or loan.

2.2. Attach a filelist produced immediately post-entry of all
digital files received, including the original filename and
file format. Next to each file describe any physical digital
devices that the files arrived on and the title or object
name of the DCO that the files relate to.

We do not have a record of what and
when a DCO arrived.
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II. Unchecked digital files held on [physical digital devices]

As explained in the previous section, although it is highly recommended that digital files arriving on physical
digital devices are transferred to a [digital quarantine] environment on the same day the device arrives at
the museum, this process should be followed if this is not possible.

Order of
Priority

Activity Risk to digital collection if not
actioned

1 1.1. Record a description of the [physical digital device] and
any external reference numbers.

1.2. Describe the contents of the DCO as described by the
donor or lender, but state that the device has not yet
been accessed and the content not yet been inventoried
or checked.

If you acquired DCOs that are not to
the agreed specification, the
museum may not have the resource,
expertise or capacity to digitally
preserve the DCO in the long term.

3.3.2. Check and note the objects’ condition, and any associated risks.

For digital collections, condition checking involves carrying out file validation, fixity checks and virus
scanning to confirm the integrity of the source digital files and other supporting files and ensure they are
lossless, not corrupt, and behave correctly. This process has been described in the sections above, as
digital files cannot be accessed until these checks have taken place.

3.3.3. Processing newly-arrived objects

Order of
Priority

Activity Risk to digital collection if not
actioned

1 1.1. Follow the protocol described in Section 6.3.3. Creating
a complete inventory to run a file format profiling tool,
to check the digital files received are in a recognised
format.

It is not possible digitally to preserve
DCOs when we do not know what
digital format and version they are
on.

3.3.4. Tag the objects with a temporary label marked with the Entry number or Loan in reference
number.

I. Digital files held in digital quarantine environment

Order of
Priority

Activity Risk to digital collection if not
actioned

1 1.1. Append the folder name for the acquisition or loan with
the Entry number or Loan in reference number.

1.2. It is essential that all the original file and folder names
and the original order/structure of the folders/files is
retained until the digital files are fully accessioned.

We cannot identify the digital files as
the filenames do not describe the
content.
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II. Checked and unchecked [physical digital devices]

The physical digital storage device holding the [original digital source files] for the DCO/s, should always be
retained and stored at the museum as a backup copy. Before storing the devices, do the following:

Order of
Priority

Activity Risk to digital collection if not
actioned

1 Mark the Entry number or Loan in reference number on the
physical device.

We cannot track or identify the DCO.

2 Ensure all museum numbers are removed from the digital
storage device if the DCO files are ever deleted from the
device.

If the museum numbers are not
removed, resource and storage
space is being used up to manage a
device with nothing on it.

III. Physical entry - standard process

Refer to the Spectrum Object entry procedure.

3.3.8. Record the first location of the objects.

Order of
Priority

Activity Risk to digital collection if not
actioned

1 Follow the protocol for creating a complete inventory as
6.3.3. Creating a complete inventory in the Inventory chapter.

You do not know what you hold.

2 2.1. Follow the protocol described in Location and movement
control to transfer digital files from the digital quarantine
environment to the dedicated [digital collection storage
environment]. For more information about transferring
digital files without losing data or damaging the digital
file, go to Section 5.4.5.1. File copying software in the
Location movement and control chapter.

2.2. Create at least three exact copies of each digital file and
supporting files in the same digital format and save to
separate digital locations. For further information about
creating copies, go to Section 13. Collections care and
conservation [note this section is not yet available and
will be published in Version 2].

Your DCOs and supporting digital
files become corrupted or damaged
over time and there is no copy to fall
back on.
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4. Acquisition and accessioning

4.1. Spectrum Procedure17

Spectrum Procedure Are the specific requirements
different for digital collections?

Assessing potential acquisitions Yes. See Section 4.2.

Make a case for the proposed acquisition. Yes. See Section 4.2.1.

Evaluate the proposal. Yes. See Section 4.2.2.

Obtaining title and recording copyright Yes. See Section 4.3.

Obtain title to the objects and written evidence of this. Yes. See Section 4.3.1.

Record copyright or other associated rights if known. Yes. See Section 4.3.2.

Receiving objects not already with you Yes. See Section 4.4.

Plan for the arrival of the objects. Yes. See Section 4.4.1.

Processing new acquisitions Yes. See Section 4.5.

Label or mark each object, or group of objects, with a
unique object number.

Yes. See Section 4.5.1.

Record initial information about the acquisition and the
objects acquired.

Yes. See Section 4.5.2.

If the objects were a gift, send acknowledgement to
the donor.

No.

Accessioning new acquisitions No.

If the objects are to be part of your accessioned
collection, create a formal, tamperproof record that the
objects have been accessioned.

No.

17 Collections Trust. Acquisition and accessioning - Suggested procedure.
https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/acquisition-and-accessioning-suggested-procedure/. Accessed on 10 March
2020.
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4.2. Assessing potential acquisitions

4.2.1. Make a case for the proposed acquisition

The acquisition proposal should be made in writing following the requirements for digital collections outlined
in your acquisition policy.

Resource and planning factors normally recorded in the proposal for the acquisition will have variations for
Digital Collection Objects (DCOs) and will include the following considerations:

● Provenance and ownership of each element of the digital object.
● Proposal for digital storage and security of the object.
● Preservation method proposed for the object.
● Rights clearances.

Refer to the Decision Tree in the Digital Preservation Coalition Handbook.18

4.2.2. Evaluate the proposal

The group or board which normally considers acquisitions may not have the appropriate knowledge or skills
to assess the proposal in respect to special requirements for Digital Collection Objects (DCOs), particularly
in relation to ancillary materials and tools required for ongoing storage, preservation and access. In these
circumstances, the proposal for storage and preservation of the object should be evaluated and approved
in writing by the appropriate professional within the organisation (for example, this may be a member of
staff within the IT department, or an external expert who can supplement the knowledge of collections care
staff)

4.3. Obtaining title and recording rights

4.3.1. Obtain title to the objects and written evidence of this.

Property law pre-dates digital technology and references physical chattels. For this reason, it is important
that the document used to transfer title references the physicality of the digital components of the collection
object, as well as the name of the object. This is likely to be in the form of the file list provided with the
object attached to the transfer of title document and the physical carrier for the files if that is regarded as
part of the object. For further details of how to record each component, see Section 2, Object Entry.

4.3.2 Record copyright or other associated rights if known.

DCOs may have a wider range of applicable intellectual property rights attached than copyright. These may
often include database rights and design rights, and sometimes patents and trademarks. The purpose of
the acquisition recorded in the proposal should inform the rights clearance approach taken by the museum
with the rights holders. For further guidance, see the Legal chapter of the Digital Preservation Coalition19

Handbook and Section 18. Rights management for further details.

19 Digital Preservation Coalition. Legal Chapter, Digital Preservation Coalition Handbook.
https://dpconline.org/handbook/institutional-strategies/legal-compliance. Digital Preservation Coalition. Accessed on
10 March 2020.

18 Digital Preservation Coalition. Decision Tree, Digital Preservation Coalition Handbook.
https://dpconline.org/handbook/organisational-activities/decision-tree. Accessed on 10 March 2020.
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4.4. Receiving objects not already with you

4.4.1. Plan for the arrival of the objects.

Planning for the arrival of potential digital acquisitions, should be consistent with planning for the arrival of
digital objects for other purposes. For more detailed information on these processes, see Chapter 2.
Object entry.

4.5. Processing new acquisitions

4.5.1. Label or mark each object, or group of objects, with a unique object number

Digital Collection Objects (DCOs) cannot usually be physically marked, therefore the method for attaching
the object number will differ to that of physical objects. The following methods may be used and
appropriateness will vary according to the DCO:

1. Your digital asset management or preservation system may allow you to store files within a named
folder. If so, this folder should be named with the object number.

2. If the device on which the object is stored is intrinsic to the object, then the object number may be
physically marked on the sleeve or box in which the object is permanently stored.

3. You may have an existing organisational policy which requires you to rename individual files with the
object number. Careful consideration should be made before following this decision as there are some
significant risks attached to this method, particularly if the structure of the DCO references the original
filenames (e.g. for a data structure like a website), as renumbering could impact the integrity of the
object. If all files are functionally independent, the following principles should be followed:

● The filename convention should be agreed in advance and be consistent and machine readable.
● The filename should reference the object number given to the whole DCO.
● If multiple files require re-naming, there are bulk renaming tools widely available free online that

could help with this task. These tools will ensure far fewer errors and no inconsistencies are made in
the filename.

● A record should be made which references the original filename for each renamed file.
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4.5.2. Record initial information about the acquisition and the objects acquired

Unit of
Information

Why is this important for digital collections? Referenced in
Spectrum 5.0 or
PREMIS?

Min Req?
Yes/No

Object identification
information

See Sections 6.2.1.1. and 6.2.1.3. For details of
object identification information for Digital
Collection Objects (DCO) and their
corresponding digital and physical components.

N/A N/A

Acquisition information Same principles apply as with physical collection.
See Record initial information about the
acquisition and the objects acquired section of
the Spectrum Acquisition and accessioning
procedure.

Acquisition information must be associated with
the catalogue record for the source digital files,
which make up the DCO as the point of object
entry. Acquisition information must not be
associated with a catalogue record for any
preservation derivative files created after object
entry to preserve the DCO.

N/A N/A

Part of object
restriction applies:

● Use restriction
● Use restriction

start date
● Use restriction end

date
● Use restriction

note

Same principles apply as with acquired physical
objects. However, the rights associated with a
DCO tend to be more complex and may prohibit
or restrict even basic collections management
activities such as migration, duplication, storage
and public access.

Therefore these units of information are essential
when the DCO is in copyright or under another
right restriction. The part or aspect of the DCO in
which the restriction applies must be described.
For example, the software of a videogame or
soundtrack of a film.

See Rights management section for information
requirements for managing generic rights
information relating to DCOs.

Spectrum Object Use
information:

● Use restriction
● Use restriction

date
● Use restriction

note

Yes (when
the object is
in copyright
or other
rights)

Object owner’s
contribution
information

Same principles apply as with physical collection. N/A N/A
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5. Location and movement control

5.1. Spectrum Procedure20

Spectrum Procedure Are the specific requirements different for
digital collections?

Identifying and describing locations The specific requirements outlined in this section
of Spectrum are the same for Digital Collection
Objects (DCOs) with physical components or
digital storage devices. See Section 5.2.1.

Give each display and storage location a unique name or
number.

Yes, there are specific requirements for DCOs
with digital carriers. See Section 5.2.1.

Record key information about each location. The specific requirements outlined in this section
of Spectrum are the same for DCOs with physical
components or digital storage devices. See
Section 5.2.2.

Maintain your location system. The specific requirements outlined in this section
of Spectrum are the same for DCOs with physical
components or digital storage devices. See
Section 5.2.3.

Recording locations of objects Yes. See Section 5.3.

Record the location of all objects. Yes. See Section 5.3.1.

Moving objects Yes. See Section 5.4.

Obtain and record authorisation for all moves. Yes. See Section 5.4.1.

Check the objects’ condition to make sure they are fit to
be moved.

Yes. See Section 5.4.2.

Check whether there are any specific risks or
recommendations associated with handling or moving the
objects.

No. Not applicable for digital collections with no
physical components.

Find out whether there are any access problems
anywhere along the route and assess any handling
issues or other risks.

No. Not applicable for digital collections with no
physical components.

Arrange any conservation or packing needed to make the
objects safe for the move.

No. Not applicable for digital collections with no
physical components.

If transport is involved, establish, and agree on the most
appropriate means. If no transport is involved, move
objects (then go to ‘Update object location records’).

Yes. See Section 5.4.3.

Arrange insurance or indemnity for objects being
transported.

No.

20 Collections Trust. Location and movement control - suggested procedure.
https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/location-and-movement-control-suggested-procedure/. Accessed 26/03/2020.
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Prepare appropriate documentation to accompany
objects being transported.

Yes. See Section 5.4.4.

Transport objects, and then confirm their safe arrival. Yes. See Section 5.4.5.

Update movement and object location records. No.

Return to the linked procedure that prompted the move. N/A

As with physical collection objects, the museum acting as legal custodian must put suitable procedures and
systems in place to ensure that all DCOs in its care can be accounted for and accessed throughout its life
within the museum.

Accessibility becomes a vital factor with regards to managing DCOs within a museum collection. If a DCO
cannot be opened, identified, transferred, or stored, it cannot enter the museum collection or be preserved
in any way. Therefore, the short- and long-term access needs of DCOs require ongoing review, planning
and management.
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5.2. Identifying and describing locations

5.2.1. Give each display and storage location a unique name or number.

I. Physical digital devices

Some digital files related to Digital Collections Objects (DCOs) are stored on a [physical digital device] such
as a hard drive or USB stick. Any such devices that are not considered part of the accessioned collection
(only what they contain is accessioned) operate as digital storage units. For this reason, the physical digital
device should be documented and managed in much the same way as other physical housing and not as
objects in their own right, e.g. an acid-free box.

Each digital device used to store the DCOs should be recorded as part of the location of the DCO and
allocated a unique location name or number. Create a unique name or number for the digital device, when
the device is actively holding a copy of the DCO. Document the location name or number as obsolete
if/when the device becomes “inactive” and no longer holds a copy of the DCO.

It is also recommended to label the physical digital device with the object numbers of the DCOs currently
held on it.

An exception to this rule should be made for digital devices that are considered part of the DCO, e.g. if an
artist has decorated the USB stick that the digital artwork arrived on. In these cases, the device should be
considered a physical component of the DCO. See II. Physical components of the DCO below.

II. Physical components of the DCO

For DCOs which have a physical presence or have physical components considered to be part of the
accessioned collection, follow Spectrum procedure.

III. Digital files with no physical storage

If the digital files are held on a server, record the file path to the server or folder on which the original digital
files are held. If the digital files are held in archival digital storage and retrieved using a DAMs or Digital
Preservation system, create a digital location for the archival storage to prove that the digital files are being
managed and tracked within this workflow.
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5.3. Recording locations of objects

5.3.1. Record the location of all objects

The main aim of location control for digital collections is to ensure that the [bits] that render the Digital
Collection Object (DCO) at the point of object entry continue to be retrievable, auditable, and accessible
and continue to provide a faithful render of the DCO over its lifetime at the museum.

Bits are organised and stored on a digital file or a piece of hardware (e.g. iPhone or computer), which
render them to create the DCO. In 1 to 10 years’ time, the digital carrier will become [obsolete] and will no
longer be able to render the bits to provide access to the DCO. At that point, the bits will be [migrated] onto
a new digital preservation format which will also need to be audited and tracked. Therefore, it is not enough
to just account for the [original digital source files] but the museum must also account for all [master digital
derivatives] created to digitally preserve and continue to provide access to the DCO.

If the museum were to only manage and track the [original source digital files], but those files were obsolete
and were no longer able to provide access to the DCO and the master derivatives had been mislaid, then
the museum would no longer be able to access or preserve the DCO. So the purpose of location control for
digital collections should be to track the bits, not the digital file formats that temporarily render those bits.

As access to a DCO is not implied as it is with most physical objects, the museum must also have a system
in place to identify which master derivative is currently being deployed to provide the most faithful render of
the DCO. It must also describe any hardware, software, metadata, or other files that the digital files are
dependent upon to enable access to the DCO.

How a location is described depends on how the digital files are stored and the systems and procedures in
place to manage and retrieve digital files in the museum.

5.3.1.1. Digital Preservation rules for creating and storing digital preservation copies

The principles of creating and storing digital preservation copies so the original integrity of the file is
maintained, are described more fully in Chapter 13. Conservation and collections care. But as these
principles are so important here, the main points are summarised below:

For further information, see the “Storage” chapter of the Digital Preservation Handbook . DPC have also21

created a very useful video , describing this process.22

22 Basics of fixity checking. Digital Preservation Coalition. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qx3YQRRKwqw&t=127s.
Accessed on 08 July 2021.

21 Storage. Digital Preservation Handbook. Digital Preservation Coalition.
https://www.dpconline.org/handbook/organisational-activities/storage. Accessed on 07 July 2021.
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No. Activity Risk is not actioned

1 ● Make at least 3 exact preservation copies of each [source
digital file] as soon as the files have been virus and fixity
checked.

Digital files are at greater
risk of corruption or bit rot.

2 ● Ensure the copies are stored in locations that are
geographically separate, e.g. a server on different sites.

● Ensure the copies are held on different types of storage
media, using a mix of online systems and offline media.

In the event of a natural
disaster the servers
holding all the copies of
the collection could be
damaged or destroyed
and the whole collection
would be lost.

3 ● Run regular [fixity checks] on all DCOs in the collection to
continually monitor the digital integrity of all the copies.

● If the checksum does not match the pre-entry checksum,
corruption has occurred. Delete the corrupted copy and use
one of the other copies to create a replacement.

Copies become corrupted
and unusable if no action
is taken.

4 ● Continue to monitor storage technologies for risk of
obsolescence and make a plan to migrate to new storage
technologies.

Storage media used to
store the collection
becomes obsolete,
rendering the digital
collection store on it
inaccessible.
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5.3.1.2. Location control process by storage medium

Below is a summary of the different processes for managing location control for DCOs. The process is
different, in accordance with the physical and digital makeup of the DCO and how various copies and
[master digital derivatives] have been stored.

Storage
medium

Definition Process for recording locations

Digital file
stored on a
digital storage
environment

All digital files or software files that make
up the DCO are not stored on a physical
digital device but stored ‘virtually’ on the
museum’s [digital collection storage
environment], e.g. an IT server or a digital
preservation infrastructure.

Museums using a non-specialist storage
solution (e.g. server) - record the persistent
file path for the location of the digital file on the
server. e.g. Digital collections/Permanent
collection/D02250

Museums with a dedicated digital
preservation infrastructure/system - A
location is not required once the file has been
ingested into the system if the system is able
to track and retrieve files at all times and
provide an audit trail of these digital files.
However, it is useful to record the name of the
system used to track the digital files.

Digital file
stored on a
[physical
digital storage
device]

Some digital files related to DCOs are
stored on a [physical digital device] such
as a hard drive or USB stick. Any such
devices that are not considered part of the
accessioned collection, operate as digital
storage units, holding a copy of the DCO
files.

The same rules apply as recording the
locations of physical objects stored in physical
housing, e.g. an acid-free box.

Each digital device used to store the DCOs
should be recorded as part of the location of
the DCO and allocated a unique location
name or number. Uniquely describe the
physical digital device as the current location
of the digital file. Ensure that the current
location of the digital carrier is also described.

Physical
digital devices
or hardware
considered
part of the
DCO

The DCO may be a physical device or
piece of hardware, which may or may not
have software installed onto it, e.g. iPhone
1 with iOS software installed, a Dot matrix
computer or a USB stick containing 3 TIFF
files, decorated with a design.

For the acquired hardware, the same rules
apply as recording the locations of other
physical objects.

DCO
containing
physical
components

A DCO that is made up of separate
physical and digital components, e.g. Art
installation with MOV file to be played on a
screen as part of a physical installation
with a set of vases.

For the set of vases, the same rules apply as
recording the locations of other physical
objects.
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5.4. Moving objects

For Digital Collection Objects (DCOs) with physical components or containers, the same rules apply as with
other physical objects. When transferring DCOs on a [digital storage devise] between organisations as part
of a loan or new acquisition, hard-drives are the most reliable medium. TB hard-drives are the best option
to safeguard against downloads failing, when the internet connection is not reliable.

For DCOs without physical components or physical digital devices, the concept of moving does not directly
apply. [File transfer] is the closest equivalent digital preservation action, which involves creating an exact
copy of a file/s in location ‘x’ to be transferred to a new location ‘y’. The file is not moved as the file is not
removed from location ‘x’ to appear in location ‘y’. It is copied to ensure that if the transfer of the file did not
work, it can be repeated and the information in the file is not lost. It is digital preservation best practice to
create at least 3 exact copies of the [source digital file].

File transfers are subject to a similar process of authorisation and checks that are required prior to a
physical move, see sections below for details.

5.4.1. Obtain and record authorisation for all moves

The transfer of files relating to DCO may be subject to authorisation, depending on the level of risk to the
organisation and to the DCO. Consider who in the organisation has the expertise and seniority to authorise
digital preservation actions and housekeeping.

5.4.2. Check the objects’ condition to make sure they are fit to be moved

For information about the actions to be taken to ensure the digital files making up the DCO are safe from
viruses, data loss, corruption, [bit rot], [obsolescence] and other risks, see Section 12. Condition
checking and assessment.

Before the digital file is transferred, carry out the following checks:

● Check the digital files have been virus-checked. If not, follow the protocol described in Section
12.2.2. Virus scanning.

● Check documentation for a [checksum] and [checksum type]. If there is no checksum, generate one
before proceeding.

● Ensure an inventory of all source digital files and supporting files have been carried out. See
Section 6. Inventory for further details.

● Check that all the digital files required to access the DCO that form one copy are collated and put
together in one digital folder.

5.4.3. If transport is involved, establish, and agree the most appropriate means.

Establish the safest and most secure method of file transfer to ensure the following:

● The digital files and supporting files are transferred with no data loss or corruption.
● The digital files are secure from hackers and file corruption.
● The digital files that make up the DCO can be put together and accessed in the correct order.
● The digital files can be interpreted, accessed, and rendered in the intended way.
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5.4.4. Prepare appropriate documentation to accompany objects being transported.

● Check that each digital file to be moved has a catalogue record and the filename for each digital file
references the object number for the DCO. For more information about the best way to document
DCOs and all its digital and physical elements, see chapter 7. Cataloguing.

● If the DCO has not yet been catalogued, ensure the file or folders to be transferred have been
assigned an Object entry or other temporary number so the DCO can be identified at all times.

● Ensure all supporting digital or analogue metadata and information used to structure, document and
enable access to the DCO are retrievable, identifiable, accessible, and correctly documented.

5.4.5. Transport objects, and then confirm their safe arrival.

5.4.5.1. File copying software

Before transferring, or copying, digital files from one digital location to another, it is recommended you use
file copying software that will create an exact copy of the digital file and will ensure all [technical metadata],
including dates are not altered. Some software also carries out a [fixity check] to provide evidence that the
digital file is exactly the same. There are plenty of free open source tools available online. An application
called Exactly produced by AVPreserve is a good example.23

The Digital Preservation Workflows resource produced by The National Archives, provides useful24

information about this process, and recommends tools used in the GLAM sector for this purpose.

5.4.5.2. File integrity checks

If the file copying software does not include a fixity checking function, immediately after the file transfer has
taken place, the new copy of the digital file should be [fixity checked]. For further information, see Section
12.2.3. Fixity checking.

24 Preserve - Digital Preservation Workflows. The National Archive.
https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/archives-sector/projects-and-programmes/plugged-in-powered-up/digital-preser
vation-workflows/3-preserve/. Accessed on 25 February 2021.

23 Exactly. AVPreserve. https://www.weareavp.com/products/exactly/. Accessed 08 July 2021
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6. Inventory

6.1. Spectrum Procedure25

Spectrum Procedure Are the specific
requirements different for
digital collections?

Having the primary procedures in place No.

Checking you have core information Yes. See Section 6.2.

Do you have core information for every object (or group)? Yes. See Section 6.2.1.

Create a plan for tackling any inventory backlog. No.

Producing an inventory Yes. See Section 6.3.

Go around the locations you are inventorying and list every object (or
group) in them.

Yes. See Section 6.3.1.

Does the object have a number marked on it or on a label? Yes. See Section 6.3.2.

Create or update records for objects that have accession numbers. No.

Checking discrepancies Yes. See Section 6.4.

Try to identify objects with temporary numbers Yes. See Section 6.4.1.

Mark or label any objects identified this way with its number. No, not applicable

Update or add core information (including location). No.

Resolving outstanding problems No.

Decide how to deal with unidentified objects. No.

6.2. Checking you have core information

6.2.1. Do you have core information for every object (or group)?

The following units of information should be recorded in the museum’s core inventory as a minimum
requirement and are vital to ensure the museum’s digital collection is managed in accordance with
Spectrum and digital preservation best practice. For digital components, some of the information required
for a basic inventory can be extracted from the [technical metadata] in the file, by creating a [filelist]. For
more information, see section 7.4.4. Extracting metadata for use in documentation. The table below
indicates which data can be extracted from the file and which information will need to be verified using a
different source.

25 Collections Trust. Spectrum, Inventory - suggested procedure
https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/inventory-suggested-procedure/. Accessed on 14 April 2020
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The whole DCO should have a separate catalogue record in your CMS or the system you use for
documenting the accessioned collection. Separate digital and physical elements that make up the DCO
should have separate catalogue records that are linked in a “parent/child” relationship. For further
information see Section 7.3.1. Create a record for each object, or group of objects, accessible by
object number in the Cataloguing section of this resource.

Some of the information requirements are the same as the core information requirements stipulated in
Spectrum, but some are unique to digital collections.

Object identification Information - Digital Collection Object (Level 1)

Unit of
Information

Description Example Equiv. info.
req. in
Spectrum
Core
inventory

Can you
extract this
from the
technical
metadata?

Object number Object number of the DCO C-25315 Object
number

No

Current folder
name

This is the folder name of the folder
holding all the digital files relating to
one DCO. This should conform to the
museum’s inhouse filename
conventions and reference the object
number of the DCO.

C_25315.In_the_Eyes_o
f_the_Animal.Marshmall
ow_Laser_Feast

N/A Yes

Object name Name of collection/ Digital Collection
Object (DCO)

Immersive virtual reality
art installation

Object
name

No

Number of
digital files

Number of digital files that make up
the collection or DCO, including
metadata and other supporting files
required to render the DCO as
perceived by the artist, designer or
producer. Only count the number of
digital files from that version or copy of
the DCO.

8 Number of
objects

Yes

Number of
physical
components

Number of physical components that
make up the collection or single DCO.
This should include the hardware and
other physical components used to
create the DCO as perceived by the
artist, designer or producer.

3 No

Brief description Brief description of the DCO as
experienced by the user. This is not
absolutely essential for DCOs.

An immersive virtual
reality art installation,
where users embody the
visual and sensory
perspectives of different
creatures–a midge, then
a dragonfly, followed by
a frog, and finally an owl.
Set in a real forest, users
wear an Oculus Rift VR
headset which has been
decorated with wood and

Brief
description

No
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moss, and a haptic
“rumble” which allows
the users to feel
vibrations of the animals
they embody.

[Digital
dependencies]

Record any metadata, hardware of
software essential to render or put
together the DCO, as perceived by the
designer, producer or artist.
Examples include: Encryption keys for
encrypted files; XML files with
metadata explaining how the digital
files are put together to form the
whole; the make and model of
hardware used to access [proprietary
software]; source code for the
software.

● Metadata files
● 360 degree video
● Oculus Rift VR

headset (acquired)
● “Rumble” pack

(acquired)
● Nvidia Quadro P6000

N/A No

Recorder and
recording date

The username and date of the
individual who created the catalogue
record.

Walkers; 2021-04-25 Recorder
and
Recording
date

No

Object identification Information - Digital and physical components (Level 2 & 3)

Unit of
Information

Description Example Equiv. info.
req. in
Spectrum
Core inventory

Can you
extract this
from the
technical
metadata?

Object number Unique number used to track the
component in the museum.

C-25315.1 Object number No

Original
filename
(digital only)

Filename of the digital file. For source
digital files, this is the original filename
assigned on entry. For digital
preservation derivatives, this is the
filename assigned by the museum.

In_the_Eyes_of_the_A
nimal_1_of_8.WAV

N/A Yes

Current folder
name
(digital only)

This is the folder name of the folder
holding all the digital files relating to
one DCO. This should conform to the
museum’s inhouse filename
conventions and reference the object
number of the DCO.

C_25315.In_the_Eyes_
of_the_Animal.Marshm
allow_Laser_Feast

N/A Yes

Current location For digital files stored virtually, this is
the persistent file path or if there is a
dedicated system or infrastructure for
managing digital files, simply record
the name of the digital storage
environment the DCO is being
managed within. For digital files stored
on [physical digital devices] and other
physical DCOs, this is the current

Permanent digital
archive

Current location No
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physical location of the device or
DCO.

Legal Status Record the legal status of the digital
file. If the digital file is the acquired
source digital file, the status would be
“permanent collection” or the
equivalent status used by your
museum to describe the accessioned
collection. If the digital file is an exact
copy of the source digital file, using
the same format, the status would
also be “digital preservation master”. If
the source digital file becomes
obsolete and the bits from the source
digital file are transferred to a new
preservation format, the status of the
new file would also be “digital
preservation master”.

British Film Institute Current owner No

[Checksum]
(digital only)

Record the Checksum for the digital
file. For source digital files, ideally this
should be provided at acquisition by
the acquisition source. For further
information, see Section 12.2.3.
Fixity checking.

120EA8A25E5D487BF
68B5F7096440019

N/A Yes

[Checksum
type]
(digital only)

The algorithm used to generate the
checksum. This is important, so we
know how to recreate the same
checksum.

MD5 N/A Yes

File Format
(digital only)

Describe the file format of the digital
file.

WAV N/A Yes

File format
profiling tool
(digital only)

The name of the file format profiling
tool used to recognise the file format.

DROID N/A No

Is the file format
recognised?
(digital only)

Using a file format profiling tool, such
as DROID, to scan and identify the file
format.

Yes N/A No

Size of the
digital file or
group of files in
GB/MB
(digital only)

Size of the digital file or the total size
of the digital file collection.

30.28 MB Dimensions Yes

original/
derivative
(digital only)

Record if the digital file is the original
source digital file that was originally
acquired or if the digital file is a copy
of the “original” made post entry for
the purposes of digital preservation.

Original N/A No

Physical or
digital?

Record if the component is in a
physical or digital state. Describe the
state of that version or copy. If the
digital file is held on a physical digital

Digital N/A No
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device, record that the element is
digital as the acquired DCO element is
digital, only the container or device is
physical.

Make and
model
(hardware only)

Describe the make and model of the
hardware, e.g. Apple iPhone 8 or
Macintosh LC II.

N/A Yes No

Recorder and
recording date

The username and date of the
individual who created the catalogue
record.

Walkers; 2021-04-25 Recorder and
Recording date

No

6.3. Producing an inventory

Use the digital collections section of the museum’s documentation plan, as a starting point to ascertain
where the digital collections are held and if they have been fully accessioned. For further information, see
section 11.2. Writing your documentation plan.

For any digital files held on “virtual” digital locations, e.g. a server or the local drive on a museum’s
computer, go to Section 6.3.3.1. For any digital files held on physical digital devices, e.g. floppy disks, hard
drives or USB sticks, go to Section 6.3.3.2.

6.3.1. Digital files held on “virtual” digital locations

Order of
Priority

Activity Risk to digital collection if
not actioned

1 Using the appropriate workstation or standard PC, make sure a
filelist software has been installed, if required.

N/A

2 2.1. Check if a filelist has been created for the set of digital files to be
inventoried and the date it was created.

2.2. If a recent filelist does not exist, use a filelist software to create a
basic filelist of all files and folders in each location in scope

2.3. Export the filelist into a CSV document and save somewhere
safe. Record the date the filelist was created in the filename. For
more information, see section 7.4.4. Extracting metadata for
use in documentation.

We cannot account for the
digital files we hold.

3 3.1. Follow the file profiling process as described in Section 12.2.4.
File format profiling tools.

3.2. Export the report to CSV and save it somewhere safe. Record
the date the file format profiling tool was run in the filename.

3.3. Flag up any digital file formats that are not recognised file
formats.

3.4. Record the file format for each file in the inventory record.

It is not possible to check if we
have all the right information,
software or hardware to
access the files if we do not
know the details of the format.

4 4.1. Check the filelist and accompanying information to check that all
the core inventory information listed in Section 6.2.1. is present.
You may need to open the [file manifest] or supporting metadata
file to access some information.

4.2. If a checksum has not been recorded for the digital file, a
checksum will need to be generated immediately. For further
information, see Section 12.2.3. Fixity checking.

The digital file loses digital
information during or before
digital entry into the museum
and as no fixity check was
carried out, there is no proof
that the damage occurred
during or prior to entry,
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therefore the previous owner is
not liable.

5 5.1.Using required hardware or software, access each source digital
file to check that the DCO is accessible and the contents of the
files matches the DCO listed on the object list for the loan or
acquisition.

5.2. Check the DCO is complete, there are no issues with the
technical integrity and the DCO is as expected.

Without checking the DCO
with the human eye, we cannot
guarantee that we have
received the correct DCO and
there are no issues with the
technical integrity of the DCO.

6.3.2. Digital files held on physical digital devices

Order of
Priority

Activity Risk to digital
collection if not
actioned

1 1.1. Download BitCurator . BitCurator is a trusted open source [digital26

forensics] tool widely used by the library and archive sector which
safely analyses, reports and extracts digital files and information about
the files from digital devices.

1.2. Open BitCurator. Mount the device onto a PC and generate a report of
all files and folders contained on the device.

1.3. Identify any digital files that are “live”, in other words files that are in
formats that can be transferred from the device in their original digital
format. Identify any digital files that are not live and likely to be on
obsolete formats. It will not be possible to transfer these files in their
original format but this information will help a digital forensic expert to
do further work which may mean that some of the digital information
can be extracted.

Accessing older
[digital physical
devices] without a
digital forensics tool
may cause damage to
the digital files and
some obsolete digital
formats may not be
accessed.

2 2.1. Export the BitCurator report into a CSV document and save somewhere
safe. Record the date the filelist was created in the filename.

2.2. Make a note of any [obsolete] formats that will require further resources
to access.

We cannot account for
the digital files we
hold.

3 3.1. Follow the file profiling process as described in Section 12.2.4. File
format profiling tools.

3.2. Export the report to CSV and save it somewhere safe. Record the date
the file format profiling tool was run in the filename.

3.3. Flag up any digital file formats that are not recognised file formats.
3.4. Record the file format for each file in the inventory record.

It is not possible to
check if we have all
the right information,
software or hardware
to access the files if
we do not know the
details of the format.

4 4.1. Check the filelist and accompanying information to check that all the
core inventory information listed in Section 6.2.1. is present. You may
need to open the [file manifest] or supporting metadata file to access
some information.

4.2. If a checksum has not been recorded for the digital file, a checksum will
need to be generated immediately. For further information, see Section
12.2.3. Fixity checking.

The digital file loses
digital information
during or before digital
entry into the museum
and as no fixity check
was carried out, there
is no proof that the
damage occurred
during or prior to entry,
therefore the previous

26BitCurator Consortium. BitCurator - Getting started. https://bitcuratorconsortium.org/getting-started. Accessed on 23
April 2020.
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owner is not liable.

5 Follow the protocol for transferring the “live” digital files from the [physical
digital device] into the [digital quarantine] environment.

N/A

6 6.1.Using required hardware or software, access each source digital file to
check that the DCO is accessible and the contents of the files matches
the DCO listed on the object list for the loan or acquisition.

6.2. Check the DCO is complete, check technical integrity and DCO is as
expected.

Without checking the
DCO with the human
eye, we cannot
guarantee that we
have received the
correct DCO and
there are no issues
with technical integrity
or completeness.

6.4. Checking discrepancies

6.4.1. Try to identify DCOs from the temporary numbers or original filename

Make a note of the museum assigned temporary number or the original filename/s of the digital file/s that
make up the Digital Collection Object (DCO) at the point of entry and go systematically through existing
documentation looking for possible matches. This will probably take much longer than the previous steps of
listing the digital objects. Possible sources include:

● Accession records.
● Transfer of title forms.
● Catalogue records.
● Correspondence.
● Entry records.
● Exhibition catalogues.
● Field collection notes.
● Financial records.
● Indexes.
● Labels.
● Loan agreements.
● Reports and minutes.
● Journals and other publications.
● Newspaper cuttings.
● Research notes.
● Staff memories.
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7. Cataloguing

7.1. Spectrum Procedure27

Spectrum Procedure Are the specific requirements
different for digital collections?

Creating catalogue records Yes. See Section 7.2. For detailed
information about using, managing and
creating metadata see Section 7.6.

Create a record for each object, or group of objects,
accessible by object number.

Yes. See Section 7.2.1.

Add other important information. Yes. See Section 7.2.1.

Provide access to records via indexes. No.

Maintaining catalogue records No.

Maintain links or cross-references to relevant
information recorded during other procedures.

No.

Keep the catalogue secure, including digital backups
and paper copies.

No.

Improving catalogue records No.

Add information from documentation projects. No.

Add information from a collections review. No.

Add information arising from research, interpretation or
other use.

No.

Guidance Notes No.

Note 1: Catalogue records No. See 7.3 Data model for digital
collections

Computerised databases Yes. See Section 7.7. Cataloguing
Systems

Pre-printed catalogue cards No.

Note 2: Object history files No.

7.3. Data model for digital collections Not part of the Spectrum procedure.

7.4. Making use of metadata Not part of the Spectrum procedure.

7.5. Filenames Not part of the Spectrum procedure.

27 Collections Trust. Spectrum, Cataloguing - suggested procedure.
https://collectionstrust.org.uk/spectrum/procedures/cataloguing-spectrum-5-0/. Accessed on 3 April 2020.
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7.2. Why is documentation for digital collections so important?

Information called [metadata] that describes the properties of a Digital Collection Objects (DCOs) must be
documented to ensure the DCO can be accessed and preserved in the correct way during its lifetime at the
museum.

Some metadata is vital to prove the DCO’s authenticity and some is used to automatically organise
disparate digital files into a coherent whole. Some metadata is central to ensure that the DCO can be
preserved in the future and some is vital for identifying the right holders and restrictions that apply to the
DCO. To safeguard this information and ensure it is centralised and searchable, like all information about
an object, most of this metadata must be saved either in the catalogue record or a DAMs system.

7.3. Creating catalogue records

7.3.1. Create a record for each object, or group of objects, accessible by object number.

The catalogue records described in this chapter should be used to describe the Digital Collection Object
(DCO), and all its digital and physical components. Within each catalogue record type, separate units of
information have been recommended, which should be captured in the cataloguing system used to
document the museum’s accessioned collection. If the museum has a Digital Asset Management system
(DAM) or a Digital Preservation System, some technical information relating to the digital file should be
recorded in that system.

Some of the information units are identified as a minimum requirement and must be completed for each
DCO catalogue record/s. Units of information listed in this chapter have been flagged and cited when they
are the same or related to information requirements outlined in Spectrum, or when they are based on
semantic units outlined in the PREMIS Data Dictionary for Preservation Metadata Version 3.0 . This is an28

international standard produced by the Library of Congress, designed for use by the Library and Archive
sectors to ensure the correct [metadata] is captured to support the long term preservation, use, access and
storage of digital collections.

Units of information listed in this chapter are designed to be flexible enough to be used in any cataloguing
system or database.

7.3.1.1. Overview of catalogue record types

When documenting a physical object, only one catalogue record is often required to record basic
identification information, as outlined in the Spectrum Cataloguing procedure .29

However, when identifying and describing a Digital Collection Object (DCO), the museum must record
many different properties and characteristics; some properties that relate to the DCO as a whole, and some
physical or technical properties that only relate to one digital or physical component of the DCO. Recording
all this information in one catalogue becomes problematic, particularly when tracking actions and attributes
relating to just one component as well as tracking the [digital preservation derivatives] of the [source digital
files] or components.

29 Collections Trust. Spectrum, Cataloguing - suggested procedure.
https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/cataloguing-suggested-procedure/. Accessed 2 April 2020.

28 Library of Congress. PREMIS. Data Dictionary for Preservation Metadata v 3.0
http://www.loc.gov/standards/premis/v3/premis-3-0-final.pdf. Accessed on 1 April 2020.
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For these reasons, a series of linked catalogue/DAMs records is recommended. One record to represent
the whole DCO and one record to present each digital and physical component part.

Below is a basic diagram illustrating how catalogue and DAMs records for the DCO and it’s original digital
and physical component parts, can be linked together. This diagram illustrates a possible record structure
for organisations with a CMS and interoperable DAMs. For more information about how the information
described below can be captured using a CMS only or the combination of a CMS and a Digital Asset
Management System together, see Section 7.3 Data model for digital collections.
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The table below outlines the different types of catalogue record required to catalogue a DCO:

Catalogue
record type

Part of object Definition Example of type of information
recorded at this level

Whole object
record

Whole Digital
Collection
Object (DCO)

This record represents the whole DCO.
What should be described here is
information about the concept, idea or
function of the DCO as devised by the
creator or artist. What is it? Who created
it? When was it first created?

For further information and a list of
essential units of information, see section
7.2.1.2. Object identification
Information - Whole object record.

e.g. object name, creator name, date
of (first) creation, brief description.

● Mobile phone, Apple, 2007,
iPhone (1st Generation)

● Personal computer, 1984,
Amstrad CPC 464 Computer

● Digital photograph
● In the Eyes of the Animal,

Marshmallow Laser Feast, 2015,
a 360 degrees virtual reality art
installation.

Part record/s Digital and
physical
components
that make up
the DCO at the
point of
acquisition

Create a record for each “original” digital
file or physical component received by
the acquisition source or lender at the
point of object entry that, put together,
render the acquired DCO.

This set of digital files and physical
components form the acquired digital
object and should exclude supporting
digital files and hardware used to enable
access to the DCO.

This record/s should reference or be
linked to the catalogue record for the
whole object. In a relational database,
this record should be linked as a child of
the catalogue record for the whole object.

See Section 7.2.1.4.1 for information
required for cataloguing source digital
files and see Section 7.2.1.4.2. for
information required for cataloguing
source physical components.

Digital properties of each source
digital file: file format, file size, date
created

● TIFF; 300 MB; 2013-01-03
● Physical or technical

characteristics of each physical
part:

● 4 vases [part of digital art
installation]

Part record/s Digital
preservation
derivatives (s)

The [digital preservation derivative] files
are the digital files created from the
source digital files, after the DCO has
entered the museum to ensure the DCO
is digitally preserved in the short and
long term. It is best practice to create at
least 2-3 exact copies of each digital file
in their acquired format immediately after
entry. Before the original digital formats
become obsolete, new copies are made
of the DCO in new preservation formats
that will ensure the DCO is preserved
into the future. These preservation
copies on different formats are also in
scope.

Digital properties of each master
derivative digital file: file format, file
size, date created

● TAR; 3 MB; 2019-02-03
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See Section 7.6.1.6. below for a full
description and list of essential units of
information.

Catalogue
records for
supporting
technology

Supporting
digital files and
hardware

All DCOs are dependent on software,
metadata or hardware to render the bits
in the [source digital files] or hardware.
Any technology that is essential to
enable the ongoing access and
preservation of DCO is in scope here.
These technologies are not part of the
accessioned collection but it is vital they
are managed and documented correctly.

7.2.1.2. Object identification Information | Whole object record

The following units of information should be used to describe the whole Digital Collection Object (DCO); the
thing that is to be acquired and digitally preserved in the museum over time. It is the original concept, idea
or function of the whole DCO, as originally conceived by the creator. In the PREMIS Data Dictionary for
Preservation Metadata, the DCO is referred to as the intellectual entity - “a distinct intellectual or artistic
creation”. The information recorded in the whole object record should relate to the whole object and remain
the same overtime, sometimes agnostic of its current and future digital form. Examples of a whole DCO
include a digital book, digital map, digital photograph, digital artwork or a moving image work.

Only digital formats or technologies that are central to the meaning or significance of the DCO should be
described in the catalogue for the whole DCO. For example, the details of an Amstrad NC100 Notepad or
an iPhone 6 should be recorded in the catalogue record for the whole DCO if a museum acquired the
iPhone 6 as an example of exemplary product design or a museum acquired the Amstrad NC100 Notepad,
as an early example of portable computing.

Any digital formats or technologies that have been used to render the DCO, permanently or temporarily, but
don’t impact the significance of the DCO, should not be recorded in this record. For example a digital
photographic portrait in a TIFF format. If the photographer did not specifically require that the digital
photograph must be rendered as a TIFF, the digital format of the DCO should not be described in the
catalogue record for the whole, only in the part record representing the digital file.

Examples of DCO level information:
● Object name.
● Creator/artist name.
● Date of production, creation or first release/publication.
● Description of the DCO as a whole.
● Copyright holder (not copyright restrictions).
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Unit of
Informatio
n

Why is this important for digital collections? Referenced in
Spectrum 5.0
or PREMIS?

Min
Req?
Yes/No

Example

Object
number

A unique number must be assigned to every
DCO. This is the number assigned to the whole
object, not the individual digital files or
components. It is not always possible to
physically label the DCO, but the unique number
should be recorded in the museum’s object
catalogue or Collections Management System
(CMS) and always be referenced in the folder
name holding the [source digital files] that
represent the DCO.

Spectrum core
inventory:

● Object
number

Yes. C-25331

Object
name

When the digital medium is not significant
For DCOs made up of a digital medium that
does not add significant meaning to the DCO,
e.g. a TIFF, it is highly recommended that the
object name reflects the concept or intention of
the whole digital object rather than terms that
describe its current digital format as the digital
format will change over time. Avoid terms
relating to digital format type, platform or other
specific technical attributes.

When the digital medium is significant
If the digital format or technology is integral to
the object’s intellectual meaning or significance
within the museum, describe the make and
version of the digital files or hardware. This
category includes DCOs with a permanent
physical form as well as DCO with a partly or
whole digital form.

Spectrum core
inventory:

● Object
name

● Content –
object type

Yes. When the digital
medium is not
significant
● Digital photograph
● Digital map

When the digital
medium is
significant
● Amstrad CPC

464 computer
(Science Museum
collection)

● iPhone 6 (V&A
collection)

Number of
source
digital files
and/or
component
parts

The number of [source digital file/s] and physical
components that make up the accessioned DCO
at the point of entry to the museum. This should
not include any supporting files or
documentation that do not form part of the DCO,
such as XML files holding descriptive metadata.

Spectrum core
inventory:

● Number of
objects.

Yes. 6

Brief
description

When the digital medium is not significant
The description should focus on the whole
intellectual entity when played, displayed or
experienced by the audience/visitor using the
original technology conceived by the creator.
Descriptions should be agnostic of its technical
or digital form or any [physical digital storage
devices].

When the digital medium is significant
When the digital medium is integral to the
meaning of the whole work or integral to our
understanding or experience of it, the technology
used by the creator to conceive, create, display
or access the work should be described. There
should be an emphasis on how the acquired

Spectrum core
inventory:

● Brief
description

● Content –
description.

● Content –
concept

No. When the digital
medium is not
significant
“ A digital
photographic portrait
depicting HMR the
Queen seated with
two Corgi dogs.”

When the digital
medium is
significant
“An iPhone 1 sealed
in its original
packaging. No
software installed…”
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version of the work is viewed or experienced by
the user. “An immersive

interactive art
installation set in the
forest, where visitors
use virtual reality
headsets and haptic
backpacks to
experience
augmented reality
animation.”

Current
location

Only record this information if the whole DCO
takes on a physical form or is stored on a
[physical digital device] that can be located in
store.

See Location and Movement section for
information on recording current location for all
types of DCO.

Spectrum core
inventory:

Current location

Yes
(if
applica
ble).

Physical location:
Room 3/Bay 3/Rack
5/Shelf 5

Digital location:
Permanent archive
storage (for
organisation with a
digital preservation
system)

Digital
dependenci
es

Record any metadata, hardware of software
essential to render or make the DCO accessible
and understandable.

These files and technologies should be uniquely
numbered, documented, tracked and
maintained.

N/A Yes. ● Encryption keys
for encrypted files;

● XML files with
metadata
explaining how the
digital files are put
together to form
the whole

● The make and
model of hardware
used to access
digital files.

Date Record the date that the creator originally
produced or created the DCO, rather than the
date the digital files were created. If there are
versions or releases of software, record the date
the first version was released to the public.

Spectrum other
important
information:

Content – date

No. 2015-05-30

Date Type Record the type of date described above, e.g.
release, production, copyright etc.

N/A No Release

Recorder
and
Recording
date

Same principles apply. Spectrum core
inventory:

● Recorder
● Recording

date

Yes. walkers; 2020-05-23
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7.2.1.3. Other information | Digital Collection Object

No further requirements

7.2.1.4.Object identification Information | Source digital and physical components (part record/s)

The digital components in this category are the accessioned [source digital files] or hardware components
received at the point of object entry that, put together, render the [bits] or digital information that make up
the Digital Collection Object (DCO). Out of scope are any supporting digital files or technology used to
access or preserve the DCO that are not part of the accessioned object as well as digital preservation
copies of the DCO. The catalogue record should capture the digital and technical characteristics of the
digital file or hardware at the point of entry into the museum collection.

Most of this information is likely to be [technical metadata], normally embedded in the digital files. In
addition, information about collections management and digital preservation activities in which the source
digital files are subjected to post entry are recorded at this level, e.g. acquisition, loan in, condition
assessments (fixity checks, virus scanning etc.) and other digital preservation activities. This information
will become vital to ensure the digital information contained in the digital components is digitally preserved
throughout the DCO’s life in the museum. This information must be held separate from information about
[digital preservation derivatives], created from the source digital files after entry, that are not part of the
accessioned collection.

The digital and physical components should, when put together, form a reliable render of the DCO in the
state it was in when acquired. However, as the digital and physical components become obsolete or
otherwise inaccessible over time, the digital information (bits) that provide a render of the DCO will be
moved to different digital preservation formats. These digital derivatives will take over the role of providing
access to the DCO, so the museum also has a responsibility to manage information about how these files
are preserved, accessed and stored. This information is separate from the source digital files and should
have separate records. See the diagram below, which illustrates how new digital files should be created to
ensure the DCO remains accessible over time, in accordance with digital preservation best practice.:
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This information about the source digital files has been separated out from information about the DCO as it
is recommended that separate catalogue records are created and linked to each other in a parent/child
relationship. For more information on a recommended data model for digital collections, see Section 6.4.
Data Model for Digital Collections.

If your CMS has an import function, much of the information listed here is [technical or descriptive
metadata] that can be extracted from the digital file using [open source software] into a [XML] or [CSV file],
and imported into the database to create a basic catalogue record. Where information is available in the
metadata embedded in the digital, this is flagged below. For more information on extracting metadata and
importing into your CMS, see section 7.4.5. Extracting metadata for use in documentation.

As the information properties required to document a piece of hardware are so different from the
information required to document a digital file, the object types are described in separate sections below.

7.2.1.4.1. Object identification Information | Source digital components (part record)

The information below is all the information required to effectively document a source digital component,
e.g. a digital file. If your organisation has a CMS and a DAMs, the source digital components may require a
catalogue record in the CMS to accession it as part of the permanent collection and a media record in the
DAMs to manage and retrieve the digital file. In the column “Which record?”, a suggestion is made as to
where the information unit should be recorded - in the CMS record, the DAMs record or both.

Unit of
Information

Description Referenced in
Spectrum 5.0
or PREMIS?

Min
Req?
Yes/No

Which
record?

Example

Object
number

Unique number assigned by the
museum and used to track the
component in the museum. As it is best
practice not to rename the filename of
the source digital file (see reasons
below), the object number cannot be
attached to the source digital file and
will only be recorded in CMS. The
original filename is therefore essential
in searching for digital source files
within a digital storage environment.

Object number Yes CMS and
DAMs
record

C-25315.1

Original
filename

This is the filename for the source
digital file that was created pre-entry by
the creator, donor or lender. It is also
referenced in the original [filelist]
included in the object entry
documentation. Many organisations
leave the original filename of the
source digital file, as acquired, as this
is an integral part of the authentic
digital object. The filename is
sometimes referenced in the metadata
or source code and re-naming the file
may prevent the DCO from working
correctly.

Spectrum
other important
information:

● Technical
attribute

Yes CMS and
DAMs
record

In_the_Eyes_of
_the_Animal_1
_of_8.WAV
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Folder name
assigned by
the museum

This is the unique new folder name for
the folder holding all source digital files
relating to the DCO together. It is the
equivalent to an object label for
physical objects and can be used to
identify and track a group of digital
files. Creating a consistent in-house
filename is essential to ensure
computers can read it. The folder name
must always reference the object
number of the DCO.

See Section 6.6. Filenames for further
guidance on creating a filename
convention.

Spectrum
other important
information:

● Technical
attribute

Yes CMS and
DAMs
record

C_25315.In_the
_Eyes_of_the_
Animal.Marshm
allow_Laser_Fe
ast

Current
location

See Location and Movement section
for information on recording current
location for all types of DCO.

Spectrum core
inventory:

● Current
location

PREMIS: 1.7.
Storage

Yes CMS
record

Permanent
digital archive

Checksum Record the first checksum, either
generated by the donor or lender pre
entry, or immediately on entry. Record
the Checksum Type (e.g. MD5),
Checksum value and date the
Checksum was generated.

PREMIS:1.5.2.
Fixity

Yes CMS
record

CE114E4501D
2F4E2DCEA3E
17B546F339

Checksum
type

Record the algorithm used to generate
the checksum code.

N/A Yes CMS
record

MD5

File Format Describe the file format of the digital file
in its current digital state. This is a
primary unit of information that ensures
the DCOs are managed in accordance
with digital preservation best practice.

This information will be extracted when
a file format profiling tool is used to
identify the specific digital formats and
version used.

PREMIS:
1.5.4. Format

No CMS and
DAMs
record

TIFF

File format
profiling tool
(digital only)

The name of the file format profiling
tool used to recognise the file format.

N/A Yes CMS
record

DROID

Is the file
format
recognised?
(digital only)

Using a file format profiling tool, such
as DROID, to scan and identify the file
format.

N/A Yes CMS
record

Yes
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File Size Describes the total size of the [source
digital file] at the point of entry.

Spectrum
other important
info:

● Dimension
value

● Dimension
measurem
ent unit

PREMIS:
1.5.3. Size

No CMS and
DAMs
record

30.5 MB

Legal Status Record the legal status of the digital
file. If the digital file is the acquired
source digital file, the status would be
“permanent collection” or the
equivalent status used by your
museum to describe the accessioned
collection. If the digital file is an exact
copy of the source digital file, using the
same format, the status would also be
“digital preservation master”. If the
source digital file becomes obsolete
and the bits from the source digital file
are transferred to a new preservation
format, the status of the new file would
also be “digital preservation master”.

Spectrum
other important
info:

Current owner

Yes CMS
record
only

Permanent
collection

Creating
Application

For [source digital files] only. Record
details of the application that created
the digital file.

PREMIS:
1.5.5. Creating
Application

No CMS
record

LiDAR scanner

Date created This is the date when the digital
component was created by the
application.

PREMIS:
1.5.5.3. Date
Created by
application

No CMS and
DAMs
record

2015-03-25

Authenticity Record the private key or pin required
to gain access to a digital file with a
digital signature. This system is used to
prove the authenticity of the digital file.

PREMIS: 1.8.
Signature
information

No CMS
record

Pin: 053546

original/
derivative

Record if the digital file is the original
source digital file that was originally
acquired or if the digital file is a copy of
the “original” made post entry for the
purposes of digital preservation.

N/A Yes CMS
record

Original

[Link to
derivative/s]

Record the digital file number of all
digital derivatives created from the
source digital file to ensure the long
term digital preservation of the DCO.
This is all digital files created from the
copying, migration, emulation etc. of
the source digital file.

N/A No CMS
record

[Link to
derivative/s]
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Source/deriva
tive
relationship

Describe the relationship between the
source digital files and the derivative
described, e.g “bits migrated to”; “bits
copied to”

N/A No CMS
record

“Bits copied to”

Physical or
digital?

Record if the component is in a
physical or digital state. Describe the
state of that version or copy. If the
digital file is held on a physical digital
device, record that the element is
digital as the acquired DCO element is
digital, only the container or device is
physical.

N/A No CMS
record

Digital

Recorder and
Recording
date

Same principles apply. Spectrum core
inventory:

● Recorder
● Recording

date

Yes CMS and
DAMs
record

Walkers;
2020-05-23

The following units of information relating to other Spectrum procedures should be recorded in the record
for the source digital items.

Unit of
Information

Why is this important for digital collections?

Acquisition
information

See Section 4. Acquisition and accessioning.

Restrictions of
Use

See Section 4. Acquisition and accessioning.

Conservation and
preservation
information

See Section 13. Collections Care and Conservation.
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7.2.1.4.2. Object identification Information | Source physical components (part record)

Unit of
Information

Description Referenced in
Spectrum 5.0
or PREMIS?

Min Req?
Yes/No

Example

Object number Each physical component should be assigned a
unique object number. This number should only be
assigned to the accessioned physical components,
not components that are not an intrinsic part of the
DCO. It is recommended that the same numbering
system is applied to that of physical movable parts.

Object number Yes DZ023.3

Make and
model

Describe the make and model of the hardware, e.g.
or.

N/A Yes ● Apple
iPhone 8

● Macintosh
LC II

● Oculus Rift

Operating
system

Describe the operating system the hardware is
running on.

N/A No ● IOS

Processor Describe the name and version of the processor,
e.g. Name: Motorola, Version: 68030.

N/A No ● Motorola,
68030

RAM Describe make, type and capacity of the RAM e.g.
Make:

N/A No ● Samsung,
DDR4,
128GB

Connector type Type of connection used on the device/hardware. N/A No ● USB
● FireWire
● SCUSI

File system
(physical digital
device)

File system used on a physical digital device. N/A No ● Ex-FAT
● NTFS

Current
location

See Location and Movement section for
information on recording current location for all
types of DCO.

Spectrum core
inventory:

● Current
location

PREMIS: 1.7.
Storage

Yes Store 5; Bay
2; Rack 3;
Shelf 1

Legal Status Record the legal status of the digital file. If the
digital file is the acquired source digital file, the
status would be “permanent collection” or the
equivalent status used by your museum to describe
the accessioned collection. If the digital file is an
exact copy of the source digital file, using the same
format, the status would also be “digital
preservation master”. If the source digital file
becomes obsolete and the bits from the source

Spectrum other
important info:

Current owner

Yes Permanent
collection
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digital file are transferred to a new preservation
format, the status of the new file would also be
“digital preservation master”.

original/
derivative

Record if the digital file is the original source digital
file that was originally acquired or if the digital file is
a copy of the “original” made post entry for the
purposes of digital preservation.

N/A Yes Original

[Link to
derivative/s]

Record the digital file number of all digital
derivatives created from the source digital file to
ensure the long term digital preservation of the
DCO. This is all digital files created from the
copying, migration, emulation etc. of the source
digital file.

N/A No [Link to
derivative/s]

Source/
derivative
relationship

Describe the relationship between the source
digital files and the derivative described, e.g “bits
migrated to”; “bits copied to”

N/A No “bits
migrated to”

Physical or
digital?

Record if the component is in a physical or digital
state. Describe the state of that version or copy. If
the digital file is held on a physical digital device,
record that the element is digital as the acquired
DCO element is digital, only the container or device
is physical.

N/A Yes Physical

Recorder and
Recording date

Same principles apply. Spectrum core
inventory:

● Recorder
● Recording

date

Yes walkers;2021
-05-23

7.2.1.5. Object identification Information | Physical component parts - non-digital

The DCO may be made up of physical non-digital components. These physical parts are to be accessioned
into the museum collection. These components should be documented in the same way as the museum
would document other physical component parts of an object.

7.2.1.6. Object identification Information | digital preservation derivatives

The [digital preservation derivative] files are the second, third, fourth etc. generations of digital files created
from the [source digital files], after the DCO has entered the museum, to ensure the DCO is digitally
preserved in the short and long term.

This information about the digital derivative files has been separated out from information about source
digital files as it is recommended that separate media records are created and linked to the records for the
source digital files. For more information on a recommended data model for digital collections, see Section
7.3. below.

If your CMS has an import function, much of the information listed here is technical or descriptive metadata
that can be extracted from the digital file using open source software into XML or CSV, and imported into
the database to create a basic catalogue record. Where information is available in the metadata embedded
in the digital, this is flagged below.
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Unit of
Information

Why is this important for digital collections? Referenced in
Spectrum 5.0 or
PREMIS?

Minim
um
Req?
Yes/N
o

Example

ID number A unique number assigned to each digital derivative
created. If using a DAMs system, this is the
automatically generated number, sometimes called
the media ID.

N/A Yes. 456411

Filename This is the unique new [filename] assigned to the
digital file, created by the museum. This should
reference the ID number of the digital file and the
object number of the digital or physical component
part of the DCO which this digital file has been copied
from. It should comply with the museum's in-house
filename conventions. See Section 7.5. Filenames
for further details.

N/A Yes 456411_C-25
315.1_1_of_3.
TIF

Current
location

See Chapter 5. Location and movement control for
information and recommendations.

Spectrum:

● Current
location

PREMIS: 1.7.
Storage

Yes. Permanent
digital archive

File Format Describe the file format of the digital file in its current
digital state. This is a primary unit of information that
ensures the DCOs are managed in accordance with
digital preservation best practice.

PREMIS: 1.5.4.
Format

Yes. TIFF

File Size Describe the total number of bits that make up the
digital file.

Spectrum other
important info:

● Dimension
value

● Dimension
measuremen
t unit

PREMIS: 1.5.3.
Size

Yes 353 MG

Date created This is the date that the digital file was created by
the application.

PREMIS:
1.5.5.3. Date
Created by
application

Yes 2020-06-23
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[Link to
derivative/s]

Record the digital file number of all digital
derivatives created from the source digital file to
ensure the long term digital preservation of the
DCO. This is all digital files created from the
copying, migration, emulation etc. of the source
digital file.

N/A No [Link to
derivative/s]

Source/
derivative
relationship

Describe the relationship between the source digital
files and the derivative described, e.g “bits migrated
to”; “bits copied to”

N/A No bits
migrated to”

Recorder and
Recording
date

Same principles apply. Yes. Yes. Walkers;
2021-05-23

7.3. Data model for digital collections

7.3.1. Cataloguing recommendations for museums with a CMS and DAMS

It is recommended that museums with a dedicated CMS and DAMs create the following records to manage
the digital files related to a DCO:

● One CMS catalogue record should be created for each DCO.
● One CMS catalogue record should be created for each source digital file and other components that

make up the DCO only and linked as a “child” or part of the DCO. These records should hold the
specific technical information for the digital file at the point of entry, e.g. the format, size, and fixity
information.

● One DAM media record should be created for each digital file representing the DCO, including the
source digital files. The information about the source digital file should split between acquisition
related information and more technical information. The acquisition information should be recorded
in the CMS and the more technical information in the DAMs. Ideally the DAM media record should
be linked to the CMS record for the source digital file from which the derivative was created. This
includes copies of the source digital files made immediately after entry, and other digital
preservation derivatives created in the museum in accordance with digital preservation best
practice.

7.3.2. Cataloguing recommendations for museums with a CMS but no DAMs

● One CMS catalogue record should be created for each DCO.
● One CMS catalogue record should be created for each source digital file that makes up the DCO

only and linked as a “child” of the DCO. These records should hold the specific technical information
for the digital file at the point of entry, e.g. the format, size, fixity information.

● One CMS media record should be created for second, third, fourth etc. generation digital derivatives
that have been created from digital information in the source digital files.

7.4. Metadata

Just as you would record information about the physical form of an object alongside information about its
conceptual and cultural meaning, so too is it important to record information about the digital form which an
object takes. This information is called [metadata]. It is structured data that is either embedded in the digital
file itself or contained within a supporting file.
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There are two broad types of metadata: Technical metadata, and Descriptive metadata.

7.4.1. Technical metadata

Technical metadata describes technical attributes and descriptions of a digital file or digital object that is
created either automatically by the technical device that produced it or manually by a human.

For DCOs with no physical component, this is usually information about the basic properties of the file(s),
e.g. file size, number of files, folder structures, or more detailed technical data stored in the files
themselves, e.g. file type, format and encoding information. For DCOs with both physical and digital
components, the technical metadata is likely to be a combination of both metadata held in the digital files
and separate metadata files holding technical descriptions of the storage media/hardware that holds the
digital files.

Examples of technical metadata:

● File size: the size of each digital file.
● Number of files: the number of digital files that make up the DCO.
● Folder structure: Structure of the folders holding digital files making up the DCO.
● Filename: the name automatically assigned to the file by the device that created it.
● Created date: the date the digital file was created.
● Device: the device or computer program used to create and encode/decode the file. e.g. make

and model of the digital camera, scanner, or phone.
● Format: the format of the digital file, e.g. TIFF, PDF, MOV, CAD.

7.4.2. Descriptive metadata

This data is always recorded by a human, and describes the function or conceptual value or meaning of an
object and its cultural or social context, e.g. who made it, when it was created and the purpose of its
creation, past ownership.

It is either manually added to the digital file or recorded in a separate metadata file that accompanies the
DCO or has been recorded elsewhere. It is normally used by a previous owner or user of the digital file to
describe meaningful attributes of the file content or file that are required but not part of the technical
metadata.

Examples:

● Title of the DCO.
● Creator or artist name.
● Copyright holder.
● Copyright date.

7.4.3. File headers

A lot of important metadata is held in the file header of a digital file. A file header is a ‘signature’ placed at
the beginning of a file, so the operating system and other software know how to access and render the
contents of the digital file. Descriptive metadata relating to the hold digital file can also be held here.
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7.4.4. Metadata Standards

There are plenty of online resources available that describe the different metadata standards available.
What information should I record? produced by the Collections Trust, is a good starting point for reviewing30

what each standard is used for.

7.4.5. Extracting metadata for use in documentation

There may be a lot of metadata either embedded in the [source digital files] or in accompanying metadata
file, that will be useful when preserving and cataloguing the DCO. This metadata can be used to create
basic catalogue records with very little manual intervention. There are many open source applications
available that will extract basic technical metadata from digital files and export it into a format that can be
imported back into your CMS or DAMs. Most collections management systems have a facility for importing
data in bulk, to create new or update existing catalogue records. A [CSV file] or [XML file] are file formats31

commonly used to import metadata into the CMS to create new catalogue records. However, this method
only works if there are the right fields in your CMS to record the metadata, so some development may be
required to ensure the right fields are available.

In most cases the exported metadata will require interpretation or amendment prior to import into the CMS,
to be understood and to ensure the data adheres to in house data standards. Factors to consider:

● Although metadata is structured and consistent for digital files created by the same device,
metadata may be inconsistent across different devices.

● Technical metadata should comply with a [metadata standard] so the units of information captured
will be consistent if the same standard has been applied.

7.4.5.1. Accessing complex metadata

Due to the volume and variation of metadata held in [file headers], it is not always realistic to record all such
data in your DAMS or CMS, as the information may be useful for the future, but may not need to be
searchable with these databases. This poses the question of what to do with metadata that is not extracted
from a file at the point of acquisition.

There are a few options when dealing with this question. The simplest approach is effectively to do nothing,
and accept that full access to file header metadata will only be possible when the digital files are accessed.
However, this approach takes time and may not be feasible if large quantities of files are involved.

Another option is to create a separate file to store a copy of this metadata, using an [open file format] such
as XML or JSON. This approach means that the file can be associated with your object record, but stored
independently of the object itself, the advantage being that you can retrieve this file and assess its content
far faster than the process of retrieving and assessing the digital object itself. In effect this metadata file
becomes another form of documentation for your DCO.

31 DIRLister is a good example. https://dirlister.en.lo4d.com/windows. Accessed on 14 April 2020.

30 What information should I record? Collections Trust.
https://collectionstrust.org.uk/digital-isnt-different/digitisation-resources/digitisation-information/. Accessed on 05 July
2021.
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7.5. Filenames

In a similar way to an object label, the filename or folder name should be a unique identifier for any digital
files that make up the DCO or the folder containing the digital files.

For [source digital files], it is recommended that the original filename, inherited from the previous owner,
stays the same, unless the filename is illegal and cannot be read or managed by a computer. The reason for
keeping the original filename is to a) maintain the authenticity of the original digital object and b) ensure the
DCO remains accessible. Sometimes the original digital file is referenced in the source code or metadata
used to structure the DCO. If the filename were to change, it could break the source code or prevent the
DCO from being accessed correctly.

When the source digital files arrive at the museum, it is best practice to create a folder for each DCO and to
store all source digital files and supporting files used to render and provide information about the DCO in this
folder. This folder should follow the museum’s inhouse file/folder name convention.

Any digital preservation copies of the source digital file/s made after entry into the museum, should also
follow the museum’s in house file/folder name convention.

The museum should have a filename convention in place before re-naming digital files or folders.

7.5.1. Rules for file/folder names

The following rules are recommended for creating or renaming files and folders created in house. These
rules can be used to create your museum’s file/folder name convention.

All folder and Filenames must:

● Be consistent and structured so it can be read by a computer
● Use underscores or another legal character to separate units of information
● Exclude any illegal characters or symbols, see below:

○ # pound
○ % percent
○ & ampersand
○ { left curly bracket
○ } right curly bracket
○ < left angle bracket
○ > right angle bracket
○ * asterisk
○ ? question mark

○ $ dollar sign
○ ! exclamation point
○ ' single quotes
○ " double quotes
○ + plus sign
○ ` backtick
○ | pipe
○ = equal sign

Filenames must:

● Reference the following units of information:
○ The unique identifier for the digital file, such as the media id generated by the DAMs system
○ The object number or temporary number for part of the DCO that the file relates to
○ Sequence number of the digital file, relating to the order in which the digital files should be

put together to make up the whole DCO.
○ Total number of digital files that make up the whole DCO.

● Reference the File extension
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Folder names for the DCO must:

● Reference the object number or temporary number for the DCO.
● Title or Object name of the DCO

7.6. Tools and systems for managing collections and digital files

As Digital Collection Objects (DCOs) are considered part of the museum’s collection, it is important that
they are documented in the museum’s CMS as per any other accessioned object. This allows key
information such as the object’s legal status, acquisition information, and provenance to be recorded, and
for it to be managed using established collections management procedures alongside other objects in a
museum’s collection.

7.6.1. File packaging for complex DCOs

If there are multiple digital files and other components being transferred, particularly from external sources,
a [file packaging] specification is useful for describing, structuring, and keeping digital files that form part of
one DCO together, ready for transfer.

The Library of Congress has developed the BagIt File Packaging Format , a hierarchical file packaging32

specification that enables you to describe and keep together digital files in their original formats, within
“bags”, meaning that all digital files part of the same DCO will be kept together at transfer. Bagger is the33

corresponding open-source application that packages data files according to the BagIt specification. The
application also produces a [file manifest] and carries out [fixity checks] for each file.

7.6.2. Digital preservation systems

There are a growing number of systems specifically designed for managing DCOs. There are some free
open source applications available, but most systems are expensive. However, as the system is designed
to reduce the amount of staff time taken up carrying out digital preservation activities such as fixity and
virus checks, monitoring of file formats and migration to new digital formats, it is likely to be a cost effective
option for organisations with large digital collections.

The National Archives have produced a useful guide on digital preservation systems.34

7.6.3. Digital asset and media assets management systems

DAMs and MAMs are more commonly used in larger museums and are designed to manage digital
corporate assets of a museum, such as digital photographs of objects and museum events typically held in
the picture library. These systems are very good at managing the metadata and copies of digital assets in
the short term, but are not able to manage the digital preservation workflows required for ensuring that
digital files and the information stored on them are preserved for the long term.

For further information about DAMs, Collection Trust have produced a useful guide .35

35 Digital Asset Management. Collections Trust.
https://collectionstrust.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/SPECTRUMDAMFinal2013.pdf. Accessed 08 July 2021.

34 Digital Preservation tools and systems. The National Archives.
https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/archives-sector/advice-and-guidance/managing-your-collection/preserving-digit
al-collections/digital-preservation-tools-systems/. Accessed 08 July 2021.

33 Library of Congress. Bagger. https://github.com/LibraryOfCongress/bagger. Accessed 10 March 2020.

32 Library of Congress. BagIt File Packaging Format. https://tools.ietf.org/id/draft-kunze-bagit-14.txt. Accessed 10
March 2020.
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7.6.4. Museum CMS data structures

One additional challenge that museums need to consider is that traditionally museum CMS applications36

use a flat record structure to describe acquired objects. As a result of this approach, a museum object is
often represented by a single record in the CMS, which holds both technical and descriptive metadata for
that object. This usually works well for management of purely physical objects, but introduces new
challenges when working within the digital domain. A key case in point is that file duplication and format
migration is considered a vital aspect of digital collections preservation. As new copies are created and
stored, it can become increasingly challenging to manage multiple preserved copies of the same object with
a non-hierarchical one record-per object model.

Museums may benefit from considering approaches used in related sectors such as libraries and archives,
where hierarchical record structures and a clear division between form and function are established in
metadata standards and cataloguing practices.

7.6.5. Division of labour between CMS and DAMS applications

If a museum has, or plans to implement a Digital Asset Management System (DAMS), it will need to make
decisions about the division of responsibility between its DAMS and CMS. There is no one size fits all
solution to this question, but there are some key factors which will influence this decision. One is the level
of integration between the museum’s CMS and DAMS, and the degree to which they are able to share
metadata. In particular whether the metadata can be exchanged through automation, through scheduled
export/import processes, or whether data exchange is reliant on manual data entry by a user. Where data is
exchanged it is also beneficial to decide which system should be considered the primary source for a given
data type, and which should be the consumer of that data. Making these decisions at the point of
implementation will help simplify the process of resolving data discrepancies between systems, and may in
fact inform decisions to make some metadata editable in one system, and read only in the other.

7.6.6. CMS and DAMS integration models

There are three main approaches to storage of DCOs. These are integrated CMSs and DAMS,
non-integrated CMSs and DAMS and a CMS only model. Below are the key elements about these.
Approach 1: Integrated Collections Management System (CMS) & Digital Asset Management System
(DAMS)

Division of labour

● A CMS is primarily there to store collections focused data. There are specific bits of metadata and
contextual data from Digital Collection Objects (DCOs) which can sit in this database.

● The [digital derivatives] should be stored in the DAMS with various bits of technical metadata
surfaced in this application.

● As these two are integrated there will be a certain amount of data which sits in one of these
systems which is accessible in the other. For example with fully integrated systems it should be
possible to see a rendition of the object in your collections management system. You should be
able to pass various bits of data between these two.

Shared data

● There will be some data which you want available in both systems. This data could be technical
data which is added to the CMS object record, for example the version, colour and dates. And

36 Choosing a CMS - A new guide. Collections Trust.
https://collectionstrust.org.uk/news/choosing-a-cms-a-new-guide/. Accessed on 13 July 2021
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likewise in reverse it would be basic data to allow the identification of the asset in the DAMS as
this specific collections object.

Benefits/ risk

● The benefits of having integrated systems is that you can access or merge data from one to the
other. This gives you the ability to see both technical metadata and descriptive metadata.

● This should also minimise the risk of losing DCOs. With DAMS widely being recognised as the
best way to store digital assets for long term digital preservation, having this system integrated to
your CMS should allow you to be able to find the digital files very quickly.

● Due to the integration between the two systems you should easily be able to automate certain
processes, including linking the asset in the DAMS to that in the CMS.

● The main risks in this model relate to issues of data corruption. If your data is corrupted in either
system this can have a knock on effect to the other database.

● An additional risk is the possibility that a poorly planned system integration could eventually block
the upgrade path of either the CMS or DAMS, risking the museum’s ability to implement bug fixes
or new functionality.

● However all of these benefits and risks will depend on system configuration and levels of
integration.

Approach 2: Unintegrated Collections Management System (CMS) & Digital Asset Management
System (DAMS)

Division of labour

● The division of labour between non-integrated systems will be fairly similar to that of integrated
systems, this is due to the split between descriptive metadata and technical metadata. Although
with these not being integrated these sets of data may have a clearer definition, with no
integration you would need to be putting specific bits of technical data into your CMS to allow for
identification of the asset on the DAMS and vice versa. This could be done manually or by a
regular export and import between the systems.

● The core technical data will need to be stored in the DAMS, this will be its primary storage
location. The descriptive metadata will need to be stored in the CMS and will be its primary
storage location.

Benefits/ risk

● As the systems are not linked it is unlikely that they will corrupt each other.
● As you are storing your assets in a DAMS system they will be stored correctly and should have

their long term future ensured.
● There is a risk that data will be updated in one system and this is not reflected in the other

database. This could be a fairly minor issue, however it has the potential to become a major issue
if left unchecked. E.g. If there was a decision to change the object number and this is carried out
in the CMS and not the DAMS then it would be very difficult to link these assets together from the
DAMS in future. These risks would need to be mitigated by implementing a schedule of data
alignment checks between both systems.
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Approach 3: Collections Management System (CMS) only

Division of labour

● There is no division of labour; you would need to store all metadata in your CMS.
● However your digital assets would need to be stored somewhere securely, and

accessible/trackable using your CMS. This could be a restricted folder structure which is backed
up regularly.

● Alternatively, preservation may be better handled using separate physical storage media (e.g. data
tapes), with their locations tracked using standard CMS location management functionality.

Storage of data

● You may want to use different records or different areas of the CMS to store the technical and
descriptive data. Although these should be linked. This would enable you to keep a track of the
objects but also have a descriptive record. Alternatively you could store all of the data on the
same record, this could become difficult when it comes to migrating file formats to ensure they do
not become obsolete.

● You would need to store information which is normally stored in the DAMS, for example where the
file is stored. The DAMS would usually do this and allow you to extract the asset without having to
navigate to this, hence why they are more secure.

● As for the objects themselves you would need to find a secure storage area with a regular back up
routine to ensure these assets are protected for the future. The access to this should be restricted,
if assets are moved then it could become impossible to find these again.

Benefits/ risk

● One of the major benefits is that you will not have to purchase a specific DAMS system for this. In
theory with the correct storage, backup routines and data stored in the CMS your data could be as
well protected as with a DAMS system. However this will be very difficult to achieve and the long
term future of the assets could be at risk.

● With data being stored on one system, if this is relational, you should be able to update data in
one place and this will update across the database. This would ensure that you do not end up with
mismatched data which is possible with the non-integrated system.

Each of these options have their own benefits and risks. Some of the key factors that will influence this
decision are the number of DCOs in a museum’s collection, its financial circumstances, IT support and IT
infrastructure.
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8. Object exit

8.1. Spectrum Procedure37

Spectrum Procedure Are the specific requirements
different for digital
collections?

Authorise the exit according to your policy and the linked
procedure.

No.

If the objects are being transported, go to Location and movement
control.

No.

Schedule collection of the objects. No.

Arrange for the objects to be at the agreed pick-up point at the
agreed time.

Yes. See Section 8.2.

Update location records. Yes. See Section 8.3.

Record information about the exit. Yes. See Section 8.4.

Update insurance and indemnity records as needed. No.

Return to whichever linked procedure triggered the object exit. No.

37 Collections Trust. Spectrum, Object exit - suggested procedure.
https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/object-exit-suggested-procedure/. Accessed 14 April 2020.
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8.2. Arrange for the objects to be at the agreed pick-up point at the agreed time.

The Object exit procedure relates to Digital Collection Objects (DCOs) being transferred outside the
museum as part of an authorised loan out, disposal or transfer back to the owner.

8.2.1. Different methods of digital and physical exit

The details of object exit are not explicitly described in Spectrum, as this level of detail is not required for
managing physical objects. However, it is necessary to describe them for digital collections, as there are a
variety of ways in which the source digital files and any supporting files that make up the Digital Collection
Object (DCO) may exit the museum. The list below outlines common methods of digital and physical/digital
exit:

I. Virtual exit - unmanaged: Digital files are transferred out of the museum using an [unmanaged
virtual method] i.e. uploaded to an online source or attached to an email. It is recommended that
only trusted secure digital sources are used for transferring DCOs.

II. Virtual exit - [file transfer platform]: Digital files are uploaded and transferred onto a dedicated file
transfer platform which manages and organises the stages of transfer, fixity, validation, and receipt
of files from the museum to the recipient.

III. Physical exit - digital storage: Digital files are transferred to a [physical digital storage device] e.g.
hard drive or USB stick and transported to the recipient in an agreed way.

IV. [Physical entry]: The DCO has physical components e.g. a computer terminal or a video games
console.

8.2.2. Digital exit process

Prior to any DCOs being transferred outside the museum or disposed, the following process should be
carried out on all DCOs made up (in whole or part) of digital files:

Order of
Priority

Activity Risk to digital collection if not
actioned

1 Ensure an inventory of each digital file to be transferred has
been carried out. As part of the inventory:

1.1. Check that all the corresponding supporting files and
metadata required for preserving the DCO is together in the
same folder, including a checksum for each digital file.

1.2. Check that up-to-date basic inventory information has been
recorded in the catalogue record for the DCO and the digital
files being transferred.

For further information on carrying out an inventory, see Section
6.2.3. Creating a complete inventory in the Inventory chapter.

For disposed digital files:
There is not sufficient information
about the disposed digital files.

For transferred digital files:
The recipient of the digital files
cannot carry out basic digital
preservation actions on the digital
files, cannot identify the digital files,
does not know about any copyright
restrictions placed on the DCO or
has lost information about the
owner.

2 If any digital files do not have a checksum, generate one. For
further information, go to Section 12.2.3. Fixity checking.

There is no evidence that the
digital files, that will be copied from
a [digital preservation derivative]
ready for transfer, are exactly the
same as the source [digital
preservation derivative]. Therefore,
if an error occurred when copying
the digital file, it wouldn’t be picked
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up.

3 3.1. Use a dedicated workstation, not connected to the museum
IT network. You will need to temporarily connect the
computer to the internet to send the outgoing digital files.

3.3. Create a separate folder in the [digital quarantine
environment] to temporarily hold the outgoing digital files.

3.4. If the digital files have their own folder structure, this should
be maintained.

If files are not saved into a digital
quarantine environment before
they have been identified, scanned
or fixity checked, the digital files
could corrupt the IT network or
other digital files saved in the same
location.

4 4.1. If the digital files are being transferred, locate the DCO to be
transferred and create an exact copy of all digital files and
supporting files used to render the DCO.

4.2. Transfer the digital files to the dedicated folder in the [digital
quarantine environment]. For further information on safely
transferring digital files without losing data or damaging the
digital file, go to Section 5.4.5.1. File copying software in
the Location movement and control chapter.

If the [original source files] or
another copy created for digital
preservation is sent out, there is a
significant risk that the digital file
could be corrupted, deleted or
essential metadata could be
altered, interfering with the integrity
of the [original source files].

5 If the digital files are being disposed of, follow the protocol
described in Chapter 18. Deaccessioning and disposal.

N/A

6 Carry out a fixity check to confirm the copied digital files are
identical to their source files. For further information see Section
12.2.3. Fixity checking.

There is no evidence that the
digital files, that will be copied from
a [digital preservation derivative]
ready for transfer, are exactly the
same as the source [digital
preservation derivative]. Therefore,
if an error occurred when copying
the digital file, it wouldn’t be picked
up.

7. Using the correct hardware or software, access each DCO to be
transferred and check that the content of each digital file is as
expected. For further information on carrying out an inventory,
see Section 6.2.3. Creating a complete inventory in the
Inventory chapter.

We cannot guarantee that we have
sent or disposed of the correct
digital files.

8. If the digital files are being transferred, create a separate record
for the digital file to be transferred. Record the date the copy
was created and other basic inventory information.

If a separate record is not created,
object exit information and other
essential collections management
information such as the lender’s
name and future digital
preservation actions relating to this
particular digital file, cannot be
correctly recorded.

9. If the digital files are being transferred, update the metadata
embedded in each digital file to ensure all important information,
such as object number, legal owner, copyright restrictions and
digital signature stays with the digital files at all times.

For a full list of information requirements, see section I.
Metadata to accompany externally transferred digital files.

Metadata describes and keeps
safe fundamental information about
the digital files and the DCO.
Without this information, the
museum may not be able to
identify, access, preserve or carry
out any other essential
preservation, documentation or
collections management activity.

10. 10.1. Produce a [filelist] of the all digital files to be transferred
held in the dedicated folder in the [digital quarantine

There is no record of what digital
files were sent to the recipient.
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environment]. For more information, see section 7.4.4.
Extracting metadata for use in documentation.

10.2. Send the file list to the recipient.

11. Transfer all the digital files that make up the DCO using the
agreed transfer method.

N/A

12. Receive confirmation that all the digital files that make up the
DCO have been transferred correctly. You may ask for
confirmation that the digital files have been virus scanned and
fixity checked.

There is no record that the digital
files were received by the recipient.

13. Update the catalogue record to amend the legal status of the
DCO if required and any digital preservation actions carried out
on the digital files, e.g. deletion or copying.

Core inventory information is
incorrect.

i. Metadata to accompany externally transferred digital files

The information outlined in the table below is required to ensure the digital components of the DCO can be
accessed, stored, managed, and digitally preserved now and in the future. The information is separated into
two categories: [technical metadata] and [descriptive metadata].

Information Type Description Example Metadata
Type

Essential
/ Very
useful?

Object number Unique number assigned to the
digital file and the DCO.

N-0521 Descriptive
metadata

Essential

Object name Name or title of DCO Flappy Bird mobile
application

Descriptive
metadata

Essential

Number of digital
files

Number of digital files (if a group)
that are used to render the DCO
(excluding supporting digital files)

5 Descriptive
metadata

Essential

Current Owner Record the legal owner of the digital
file.

Royal Museums
Greenwich

Descriptive
metadata

Essential

Rights holder/s Record the rights holders to be
credited if the DCO is displayed.

Microsoft Descriptive
metadata

Essential

Filename and
folder names

The current filenames and folder
names.

N_0521_1_of_3.mov Technical
metadata

Essential

[File size] The size of each digital file for each
DCO in megabytes (MB), gigabytes,
terabytes (TB) or petabytes (PB).

● 3 TB
● 304 GB

Technical
metadata

Very
useful

[File format] The file extension of each digital file.
This information is required to inform
future digital preservation actions.

● TIFF
● REP
● PDF
● X3D

Technical
metadata

Essential
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[Checksum] A checksum for each digital file. 120EA8A25E5D487BF68
7096440019

Technical
metadata

Essential

[Checksum type] The algorithm used to generate the
checksum. The museum needs to
know this so it can run another
checksum on entry using the same
algorithm.

MD5 Technical
metadata

Essential

Terms and
conditions

Record any terms and conditions
describing how the organisation
must document, store, preserve,
display, and otherwise use or re-use
the DCO.

“The DCO must be
exhibited using x
hardware in accordance
with the setup guide
accompanying the work.”

Descriptive
metadata

Essential

[Digital
dependencies]

Describe any technology (software
or hardware), information or other
factors that are required to ensure
the DCO can be accessed,
preserved, stored and experienced
in the way the creator intended. It is
a dependency if the DCO cannot be
accessed, used, preserved or
shared without it.

Technology
dependencies example:
a virtual reality game
requires a virtual reality
headset.

Information
dependency example:
Metadata recording the
encryption key to access
the source digital files.

Other examples: Some
DCOs are constantly
changing and evolving
and need to be
connected to the internet
or an online social
network.

Descriptive/
technical
metadata

Essential
(if exists)

[Authenticity] Proof that the digital files that make
up the DCO are authentic. This may
be particularly important for digital
artwork.

A digital signature Descriptive
metadata

Very
useful
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8.3 Update location records.

8.3.1. Transfer of digital files

Update the catalogue record with the new location of the copy of the digital file/s and the date it was
transferred.

8.4. Record information about the exit.

Create an Object exit receipt for the copy of the digital file/s being transferred. Record the filename and
object number of each digital file and the object name or title of the DCO.
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9. Loans in (borrowing objects)

Chapter in development.
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10. Loans out (lending objects)

Chapter in development.
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11. Documentation planning

Chapter in development.
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12. Condition checking and technical assessment

Please note, this chapter is under development.

12.1. Spectrum Procedure38

Spectrum Procedure Are the specific
requirements different for
digital collections?

Requesting a check/assessment No.

Do the objects need to be moved to be checked? No. Not applicable

Carrying out a check/assessment Yes. See Section 12.2.

Carry out the check or assessment. No.

Where possible take photographs. No. May not be applicable

Record information about the check or assessment. No.

Record information about the result of the check or
assessment.

Yes. See Section 12.2.1.

Responding to a check/assessment Yes. See Section 12.3.

Update object records with any recommendations on storage,
handling, etc.

Yes. See Section 12.3.1.

Does the check cause concern? No.

12.2. Carrying out a check/assessment

12.2.1. Digital forensics

Digital forensic tools are widely used in digital preservation to help us scan, analyse and review digital files
and devices without opening and accessing them, which would expose the digital files to corruption,
deletion, or other changes. It ensures the technical metadata in the original digital object is not changed or
updated and is the same Digital Collection Object (DCO) that was received at the point of entry into the
museum. If we were to open the digital file, before it had been [fixity checked], [virus scanned] and copied,
this action would change the technical metadata in the file and would affect the integrity of the DCO.

This tool is particularly useful if the DCO has been stored on older or [obsolete] [physical digital device]
such as a hard drive or USB stick, or if the DCO is at risk of automatic changes when connected to the
internet, e.g. the iPhone is programmed to automatically update to the latest operating system. As this can
occur even during virus scanning, this step should be taken before any other digital preservation action,
including virus scanning.

38 Collections Trust. Spectrum, Condition checking and technical assessment - suggested procedure.
https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/condition-checking-and-technical-assessment-suggested-procedure/.
Accessed on 22 April 2020.
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12.2.1.1. Write-Blocker software39

This is a tool used in digital forensics to protect the digital files and folders from deletion or other changes
that could be made to the files by accessing them. The tool can be installed onto your [digital preservation
workstation] to ensure that [virus scanning], [fixity checking] and other core digital preservation processes
can be carried out without damaging or removing data or digital files held on [physical digital storage
devices].

For further information about Write-Blocker software, see Technical solutions and tools , a resource40

produced by the Digital Preservation Coalition.

12.2.1.2. Other digital forensics tools

Digital forensic tools can also be useful to safely analyse, report and extract [metadata] about the digital
files from a [physical digital device]. BitCurator is an example of such a tool, which can be installed onto41

your digital preservation workstation. It is a trusted open source [digital forensics] application widely used
by the library and archive sector that scans the digital files contained on [physical digital devices] and
identifies any digital files that are “live” and “not live”. In other words, it identifies files that are in formats that
can be easily transferred from the device in their original digital format and, once [virus scanned] and [fixity
checked], can be transferred to [long term digital storage].

For further information, see Introduction to Digital Preservation: Digital forensics , a useful online resource42

produced by Bodleian Libraries, Oxford University.

12.2.2. Virus scanning

The following protocol must be integrated into the workflow of any procedure when the digital file is
accessed for the first time or when it has been accessed externally. These steps also apply to legacy digital
files where there is no evidence that virus software has been used to protect the digital files from viruses
and malware.

For any digital files held on “virtual” digital locations, e.g. a server or the local drive on a museum’s
computer, go to Section I. For any digital files held on physical digital devices, e.g. floppy disks, hard drives
or USB sticks, go to Section II.

42Introduction to Digital Preservation: Digital forensics. Bodleian Libraries, Oxford University.
https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/digitalpreservation/digitalforensics. Accessed on 24 February 2021.

41BitCurator Consortium. BitCurator - Getting started. https://bitcuratorconsortium.org/getting-started. Accessed on 23
April 2020.

40 Technical solutions and tools. Digital Preservation Coalition.
https://www.dpconline.org/docs/digital-preservation-handbook2/1550-dp-handbook-technical-solutions-and-tools/file
Accessed 11 March 2021.

39 Example of open source Write Blocker software for USB.
https://sourceforge.net/projects/usbwriteblockerforwindows8/
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I. Digital files held on “virtual” digital locations

Order of
Priority

Activity Risk to digital collection if
not actioned

1. 1.1. Using a standard networked PC, download trusted virus
scanning software. The National Archives provides some
recommendations in its digital preservation online resource.43

1.2. Without transferring or accessing any digital files, open the virus
scanning software. Point the application to the folder or other
digital location where the digital files are currently held. The
application will scan all the folders and files within the digital
location. For example, you may have some digital files on one
server and some saved to the hard drive of the computer.

Digital files making up a DCO
are at risk of corruption or
viruses. The latter can easily
compromise a Museum's IT
network.

2 2.1. When the scanning is complete, the anti-virus software will run a
report, flagging any digital files with “errors”. These files should
not be transferred, accessed or touched in any way until step 4.
has been actioned.

Opening files with an error
could compromise the IT
network.

3 3.1. Document what anti-virus software was used and the date the
virus scanning was carried out.

3.2. Document any file names or folder names with an error, or
export the technical metadata from the virus-scan report into a
CSV and save somewhere safe.

3.3. Export any other report the software generates and save in a
“metadata” folder with the “safe” digital files.

Documenting digital
preservation actions is a vital
part of digital preservation best
practice and will help provide
documentation required as
part of the Deaccessioning and
Disposal procedure.

4 See chapter on Deaccessioning and Disposal [note, this chapter is
not yet complete and will form part of version 2] for
recommendations on seeking authorisation for, deleting and
documenting digital files where some/all bits are damaged, corrupted
or missing.

Seeking appropriate
authorisation for deleting or
transferring corrupted digital
files is an important part of the
Deaccessioning and Disposal
procedure.

5 Digital files with no errors are ready to be fixity checked. See
Section 12.2.3. Fixity checking below.

N/A

43 Digital Preservation Workflows - 1. Select and transfer. The National Archives.
https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/archives-sector/projects-and-programmes/plugged-in-powered-up/digital-preser
vation-workflows/1-select-and-transfer/. Accessed on 24 February 2021.
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II. Digital files held on physical digital devices

Order of
Priority

Activity Risk to digital collection if
not actioned

1 1.1. Use a workstation that has not been connected to the main IT
network, to ensure the network and digital files contained there
are not corrupted or compromised.

1.2. If using Write-Blocker software, ensure this is installed on your44

workstation before you proceed. See section 12.2.1.1.
Write-Blocker software for further information.45

1.3. Download a trusted virus scanning software. The National
Archives provides some recommendations in its digital46

preservation online resource.

The digital files making up the
DCO or the IT network are at
risk of deletion, alteration or
corruption.

2 2.1. Place the [physical digital device] into the appropriate reader or
port on your Workstation.

2.2. Without transferring or accessing any digital files, open the virus
scanning software. Point the application to the digital device and
scan all the folders and files contained within. The application
will scan all the folders and files contained within the device.

The digital files making up the
DCO or the IT network are at
risk of deletion, alteration or
corruption.

3 3.1. When the scanning is complete, the anti-virus software will run a
report, flagging any digital files with “errors”. These files should
not be transferred, accessed or touched in any way until step 4.
has been actioned. The digital device is an effective [digital
quarantine environment], so the files are safe to leave here until
further action is taken.

Opening files with an error
could compromise the IT
network.

4 4.1. Document what anti-virus software was used and the date the
virus scanning was carried out.

4.2. Document any file names or folder names with an error, or
export the technical metadata from the virus-scan report into a
CSV and save somewhere safe.

Documenting digital
preservation actions is a vital
part of digital preservation best
practice and will help provide
documentation required as
part of the Deaccessioning and
Disposal procedure.

5 See chapter on Deaccessioning and Disposal [not yet published] for
recommendations on seeking authorisation for, deleting and
documenting digital files where some/all bits are damaged, corrupted
or missing.

Seeking appropriate
authorisation for deleting or
transferring corrupted digital
files is an important part of the
Deaccessioning and Disposal
procedure.

6 Digital files with no errors are ready to be fixity checked. See
Section 12.2.3. Fixity checking below.

N/A

46 Digital Preservation Workflows - 1. Select and transfer. The National Archives.
https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/archives-sector/projects-and-programmes/plugged-in-powered-up/digital-preser
vation-workflows/1-select-and-transfer/. Accessed on 24 February 2021.

45 Example of open source Write Blocker software for USB.
https://sourceforge.net/projects/usbwriteblockerforwindows8/

44 Example of open source Write Blocker software for USB.
https://sourceforge.net/projects/usbwriteblockerforwindows8/
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12.2.3. Fixity checking

To ensure that the digital files transferred from one digital location to another are exactly the same, a fixity
check is carried out. This is the process of checking the integrity of a file and verifying it has not been
altered or corrupted. A fixity check involves generating a checksum post file transfer, and comparing it with
a checksum generated pre-transfer. A checksum is a unique digital code derived from the file that would
change if the number of bits in the file changed through loss of information or corruption when the file is
transferred, migrated, compressed or encrypted. Although checksums can be used to detect if the contents
of a file have changed, they cannot identify for you where in the file that the change has occurred, or indeed
what the change is.

Ideally a checksum should be generated by the previous owner or custodian and provided for each digital
file as part of core metadata provided about the DCO at pre-entry. Similarly, digital files that are exiting the
museum as part of the object exit procedure, for example as part of a loan to another institution, should be
fixity checked prior to transfer and the checksum should be sent to the recipient as part of core metadata
about the DCO

If the checksum was not provided at entry, or cannot be found, a checksum should be generated as soon
as it is safe to do so post entry. There are plenty of tools available online to facilitate this. The checksum
and the date it was carried out, should be recorded in the catalogue record for the DCO and used as a
control from which future checksums are compared.

Fixity checking is a fundamental component of digital “condition checking”, as it provides evidence of
missing or corrupted data that can occur during transfer or other actions. This “condition check” can be
used to prove to a lender or previous owner that digital files transferred at object entry

Post entry, a fixity check should also be carried out to check that the integrity of the digital file has been
maintained since the last fixity check. It should also be carried out after a digital file is transferred between
digital locations, migrated or is subjected to any other digital preservation action. In the same way that
physical objects are subjected to scheduled condition checks, regular fixity checks should be implemented
for the digital collection.

For further information on Fixity Checking, see the Library of Congress blog Protect your data: File Fixity
and Data Integrity and the Fixity and checksums chapter of the DPC’s Digital Preservation Handbook47 48

Order of
Priority

Activity Risk to digital collection if
not actioned

1 Check the file metadata and other documentation for a checksum
for each digital file. Ideally, this should have been provided by the
previous recipient prior to or at the point of entry. If this has not
been provided, go to step 2. If it has been provided, go straight to
step 3.

If no checksum was provided,
there is a risk that the digital
file was corrupted during
transfer, but there is no
evidence that this occurred.

2 If no checksum can be found, generate a checksum on each digital
file. Make a note of the checksum code. Open source tools will do
this for you .49

N/A

49Hash Generator. https://securityxploded.com/hashgenerator.php. Accessed on 27 April 2020.

48 Digital Preservation Coalition. Fixity and checksums. Digital Preservation Handbook.
https://www.dpconline.org/handbook/technical-solutions-and-tools/fixity-and-checksums. Accessed 7 January 2021.

47 Library of Congress. Protect your data: File Fixity and Data Integrity.
https://blogs.loc.gov/thesignal/2014/04/protect-your-data-file-fixity-and-data-integrity/. Accessed 10 March 2020.
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3 Carry out the digital preservation action, such as file transfer to a
different digital location, [migration] or [normalisation].

N/A

4 Run a [fixity check], comparing the original [checksum] to the
checksum generated immediately after the digital preservation
action has been carried out.

Make a note of any mis-matching checksums.

No evidence that the digital file
before the digital preservation
action took place is the same
or different to the same digital
file after the digital
preservation action took place.

12.2.4. File format profiling tools

A file format tool is useful to review and check that digital files have been saved in a recognised file format,
which is essential information that will be used to define how a DCO will be digitally preserved now and in
the future. The tool can also identify for you which version of a file format you have, its age, size, flag
duplicate files and any file formats that are at risk of [obsolescence].

DROID , a file profiling tool developed by the National Archives and widely used in the GLAM sector to50

support digital preservation activities. The tool checks that the digital file is encoded in a recognised file
format listed on the PRONOM database. Note: PRONOM may not recognise less common legitimate file51

formats.

The following steps listed below can be built into a workflow where file format profiling is required.

Order of
Priority

Activity Risk to digital collection if
not actioned

1 1.1. Use a dedicated workstation to access the digital files.
1.2. Download a trusted file profiling tool.

N/A

2 2.1. Open the file profiling tool and point the application to the digital
location where the digital files are held.

2.2. Run the file profiling tool and generate the report.

We do not know the different
file formats held in the
collection making it impossible
to digitally preserve them.

3 3.1. Export the report to CSV and save somewhere safe.
3.2. Document what software was used and the date the check was

carried out.

Documenting digital
preservation actions is a vital
part of digital preservation best
practice and will provide
information useful for future
digital preservation activities.

51 The National Archives. The Technical Registry PRONOM.
https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/aboutapps/pronom/puid.htm. Accessed on 10 March 2020.

50 The National Archives. File Profiling Tool (DROID).
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/information-management/manage-information/policy-process/digital-continuity/file-
profiling-tool-droid/. Accessed 10 March 220.
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13. Collections care and conservation

[Chapter in development]
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14. Valuation

[Chapter in development]
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15. Insurance and indemnity

[Chapter in development]
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16. Emergency planning for collections

[Chapter in development]
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17. Damage and loss

[Chapter in development]
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18. Deaccessioning and disposal

[Chapter in development]
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19. Rights management

19.1. Spectrum Procedure52

Spectrum Procedure Are the specific requirements
different for digital collections?

Researching rights associated with your collections Yes, see Section 19.2.

Research the rights associated with objects, reproductions and
information in your collection.

Yes, see Section 19.2.1.

For each right, record information about the right and its holder. No.

If the rights holder is not known, record them as ‘unknown’ and keep a
due diligence file of your research.

No.

Maintain your rights records. No.

Getting permission from other rights holders (Rights in) Yes. See Section 19.2.

Ask the rights holder, or their agent, for permission to use their
material in the way you want.

Yes. See Section 19.2.1.

Record information about the permission (which might be a formal
licence).

Yes. See Section 19.2.2.

Licensing your rights to others (Rights out) Yes. See Section 19.3.

Do you agree to the proposed use? Yes. See Section 19.3.1.

Propose the terms of the licence you offer. Yes. See Section 18.3.2.

Record information about the licence. Yes. See Section 19.3.3.

19.2 Researching Rights Associated with Your Collection

19.2.1 Research the rights associated with objects, reproductions and information in your
collection.

Digital Collection Objects (DCOs) are potentially subject to a wider range of rights than physical objects.
For a complex digital object you may need to allocate a greater amount of time to researching the rights
which exist within the object. The rights you may encounter for objects produced under UK legislation are:

● Copyright: Copyright will exist in all categories of DCO. Aspects that may be copyrighted are
artworks, photographic images, design documents and source code.

● Design rights: Registered designs may exist in commercially produced DCOs. Aspects that may be
registered designs are icons, fonts and graphic symbols.

● Database rights: Database rights exist in the structured compilation of data. This includes
database structures and websites, but also the layout of a user interface in a software based object.

52 Collections Trust. Spectrum, Rights management - suggested procedure.
https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/rights-management-suggested-procedure/. Accessed on 21 April 2020
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Unlike copyright, which expires, these rights may be renewed indefinitely by the rights holder so will
need to be monitored.

● Trademarks: Trademarks may exist for commercially produced objects. These include company
logos. These rights may be renewed indefinitely by the rights holder so will need to be monitored.

● Patents: In rare circumstances, patents may exist in the technical function of a DCO. An example
would be phone or computing technology which the collection has acquired as a working object. If
you wish to emulate a patented experience within the period of the patent, you will need to negotiate
the right to do this.

The Collections Trust holds a detailed set of resources which provide support for researching rights in
collections.53

19.3. Getting permission from other rights holders (Rights in)

19.3.1. Ask the rights holder, or their agent, for permission to use their material in the way you want.

You do not need to seek permission to copy the Digital Collection Object (DCO) for preservation.
Legislation has been passed in the UK which allows museums, libraries, and archives the right to make
copies of ‘works’ in their collection for the purposes of archiving and preservation if it is not reasonably
practicable to purchase a replacement. For further information see Exceptions to copyright: Libraries,
archives and museums, issued by the Intellectual Property Office .54

In advance of negotiation of usage rights, you should identify how you wish to use the DCO, how you wish
to preserve the DCO and how you wish to license the object to third parties. This information should be
recorded in the object documentation.

You may need to approach the same rights holder for several categories of rights. You should be explicit
about each type of right you wish to seek permission for.

19.3.2. Record information about the permission (which might be a formal licence).

As rights in digital collections may encompass a range of rights, which each have different terms, it is vital
that the recording of rights should document the element of the object covered by the right, the type of
intellectual property right which applies, and the expected expiry or renewal date for that right.

You will need to revisit any trademark or database rights when the expected expiration date approaches to
document any renewals.

If the DCO has been acquired from an established company (e.g. a software provider), the permissions you
have may be documented in their own standard usage agreement. In these circumstances, this should be
attached to the object documentation in addition to recording the rights in the object record.

54 Intellectual Property Office. Exceptions to copyright: Libraries, archives and museums.
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/375956/Libraries_
Archives_and_Museums.pdf. Accessed on 21 April 2020.

53 Collections Trust, Spectrum Related Resourses - rights management
-https://collectionstrust.org.uk/spectrum-resources/rights-management/ Accessed on 17 June 2021
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20. Reproduction
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21. Use of collections
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22. Collections Review
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23. Audit
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A.1. Glossary

Glossary term Definition
Authenticity Proof that the digital files that make up the DCO are authentic. This may be

particularly important for digital artwork.

Bit ‘Binary digit’ - the smallest unit of data held in a digital file or computer The digital file
or computer renders the bits into information and content.

Bit-level preservation A term used to denote a very basic level of preservation of the DCO, ensuring that the
source digital files are safe and backed up. Bit-level preservation is not digital
preservation but it does provide the foundations for best practice digital preservation
that ensure the survival of the DCO in the long term.

Checksum A unique digital code or fingerprint generated from the digital file that would change if
the number of bits in the file changed through loss of information or corruption when
the file is accessed, transferred, migrated, compressed or encrypted. A checksum is
used to validate and authenticate a file. The process of comparing a checksum is
called a Fixity Check.

Checksum type The algorithm used to generate the checksum. The museum needs to know this so it
can run another checksum on entry using the same algorithm.

CSV file A comma-separated values (CSV) file is a delimited text file that uses a comma to
separate values. Each line of the file is a data record. Each record consists of one or
more fields, separated by commas. The use of the comma as a field separator is the
source of the name for this file format. Excel spreadsheets can be easily converted
into a CSV file and used to import data into databases.

Data tape storage A system for storing digital information on magnetic tape. Data tape storage is
considered to be one feasible option for backing up and storing digital files safely in
the long term.

Descriptive metadata Descriptive metadata is a subcategory of metadata and is normally recorded either in
the digital file itself or in a dedicated metadata file that should be kept with the Digital
Collection Object (DCO). Unlike technical metadata, it is recorded by a human, and
normally describes meaningful attributes of the digital file or DCO not recorded in the
technical metadata such as title, creator, object name, copyright holder and owner.

If the digital file is shared or loaned, the metadata recorded in the digital file is an
essential means of identifying and documenting core information. This information can
also be used to aid discovery if shared online.

Digital dependency Any technology (software or hardware), information or other factors that are required
to ensure the DCO can be accessed, preserved, stored and experienced in the way
the creator intended. It is a dependency if the DCO cannot be used without it.

Digital art installation An artistic work or practice that uses digital technology as part of the creative or
presentation process.

Digital asset Anything that exists in a digital format and comes with the right to use. Data that does
not possess that right is not considered an asset. Examples include digital images
held in Picture Libraries, supporting documentation in electronic form or audio-visual
files that are held in the museum to document events, objects and aid interpretation
and access of the physical collection and other museum activities. Digital assets are a
corporate asset of the museum, and are not normally acquired into the accessioned
collection.

Digital collection storage
environment

The set of software and hardware elements which together are used to store, manage
and preserve a digital collection.
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Digital forensic tool Digital forensics was originally developed to provide evidence in digital materials that
could be used to solve criminal investigations. For example, it is used to prove that an
internet video is a “Deep fake” that has been created to slander someone’s reputation
or could be used to provide evidence that phone data has been deleted.

Digital forensic technology is now used in a number of open source applications that
are widely used in digital preservation to help us scan, analyse and review digital files
and devices without opening and accessing them, which would expose the digital files
to corruption, deletion, or other changes. It ensures the technical metadata in the
original digital object is not changed or updated and is the same DCO that was
received at the point of entry into the museum. If we were to open the digital file,
before it had been fixity checked, virus scanned and copied, this action would change
the technical metadata in the file and would affect the integrity of the Digital Collection
Object (DCO).

Digital quarantine
environment

Used to temporarily store digital files that have not yet been virus scanned and could
corrupt or damage other digital files or the IT network. The storage solution should sit
outside the museum’s IT network.

Digital preservation strategy The strategy, based on policy, which leads to actions that ensure access to digital
assets, regardless of the challenges of media failure and technological change.

Emulation The imitation of the behaviour of a computer, or other electronic system, with the
help of another type of computer or system. Especially old systems that are no
longer being used.

File format The file format for each digital file. This information is required to inform future digital
preservation actions.

File header metadata Metadata held in the file header contains information that will not be accessible to the
user but useful for administrative purposes, such as title and links to style sheets. For
example in image files the header stores metadata about an image's size, resolution,
number of colors, and so on.

File manifest A file containing metadata for a group of accompanying files that are part of a set or
coherent unit.

File packaging File packaging is the process used to keep the metadata and digital files used for a
complex digital object together and in order. This is useful when the files are being
transferred internally or externally. BagIt File Packaging Format is a file packaging
specification that enables you to keep together digital files in their original formats,
within “bags”, meaning that all digital files part of the same DCO will be kept together
at transfer. Bagger is the corresponding open source application that packages data
files according to the BagIt specification.

File path The form of the name of a file or directory, specifies a unique location in a computer
file system.

File size The size of each digital file for each Digital Collection Object (DCO) in megabytes
(MB), gigabytes, terabytes (TB) or petabytes (PB). This information is very useful
during resource planning to calculate the total size of the deposit and the digital
storage capacity required.

File transfer The process of digitally transferring a digital file from an external or internal digital
location to a new digital location.

File transfer platform A digital object 'virtual' entry method involving file transfer of digital files from an
external source with no physical digital device. This entry method is managed and
controlled. Digital files are uploaded and transferred onto a dedicated file transfer
platform which manages and organises the stages of transfer, validation and receipt of
files from the depositor to the museum.

File validation The process of ensuring that the data in a file has undergone data cleansing to ensure
it is both correct and useful.

Filelist The set of files associated with each other in some way.
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Fixity check A fixity check is the process of checking and comparing the checksums for a digital file
before transfer and after transfer to ensure that the digital file in location ‘x’ is an exact
copy of the received digital file in location ‘y’. It is the process of checking the integrity
of a file and verifying it has not been altered or corrupted. For a fixity check to work, a
checksum should be provided by the lender, creator of acquisition prior to entry. The
museum can then generate their own checksum immediately after object entry and
compare the code. The original checksum provided at entry can be used again and
again to confirm that the digital file is still the same after the digital file has been
copied, transferred and other digital preservation actions are carried out to it
throughout its life at the museum. If the codes are identical this is proof that the file
received is exactly the same as the file transferred by the sender with exactly the
same number of bits.

Metadata The data which provides information about one or more aspects of another entity,
such as an image, text, audio-visual file, object, person, organisation, place or event.

Metadata standard A requirement which is intended to establish a common understanding of the meaning
or semantics of the data, to ensure correct and proper use and interpretation of the
data by its owners and users.

Migration The process of selecting, preparing, extracting, and transforming data and
permanently transferring it from one computer storage system to another.

OAIS Open Archival Information System (OAIS) is an international standard widely used by
the archive sector to ensure that digital files are described consistently and information
shared to ensure long term preservation and access.

Obsolescence A state of being which occurs when an object, service, or practice is no longer
maintained, required, or degraded even though it may still be in good working order.

Open file format A file format for storing digital data, defined by a published specification usually
maintained by a standards organisation, and which can be used and implemented by
anyone.

Open source software A type of computer software in which source code is released under a license in which
the copyright holder grants users the rights to use, study, change, and distribute the
software to anyone and for any purpose.

Original filename/foldername The unique name assigned to the digital files and the folder the files are supplied in. It
is the name assigned by the creator of the file, prior to entry and not to be confused
with any in-house file/folder name assigned after entry.

Physical digital container The bits are organised and stored on a piece of hardware or a physical digital storage
device.

Physical digital device Some digital files are stored temporarily or longer term, on physical digital devices,
such as hard drives, USB sticks. They are physical, portable devices and can be
stored in a physical location.

Preservation derivative A digital derivative is a digital file, that is an exact copy, derived from the source digital
file, that is created for digital preservation purposes.

Proprietary software Computer software where preservation, access, use or other activities are restricted
by copyright, contract or patent law. Most proprietary software is covered by copyright
and an end-user licence agreement, some of which stipulate that the licensor can be
held liable for damage that arises through ‘improper use of the software’. Software
patents are commonly granted to protect exclusive rights to algorithms and unique
software functionality. The source code for a piece of software is routinely handled as
a trade secret, a form of intellectual property rights that protect formula, design and
processes.

Sidecar file A computer file that stores data (often metadata) which is not supported by the format
of a source file.

Standard physical entry Physical object entry as described in Spectrum Object Entry procedure.
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Source digital file The source digital file is the “original” digital file received at the point of entry into the
museum. They could be considered the “master” files and should not be used for
access. These digital files render the DCO at the point of entry and should be
accessioned into the museum’s registered collection.

Supporting digital file Supporting digital files are digital files that provide metadata and other information
such as source code that ensure the source digital files are rendered, preserved and
interpreted in the correct way.

Technical metadata Information on the technical properties of a digital file or the particular hardware and
software environments required in order to render or process digital information

Unmanaged virtual entry A digital object entry method involving file transfer of digital files from an external
source with no physical digital device. This entry method is unmanaged. It includes:
download from an online source, an email attachment or an encrypted URL link e.g.
Vimeo. It is recommended that only trusted secure digital sources are used.

Virus scanning The process, using software of examining digital files to prevent, detect, and remove
malware.

Write-Blocker software A tool that permits read-only access to data storage devices without compromising the
integrity of the data. A write blocker, when used properly, can guarantee the protection
of the data chain of custody.

Workflow An orchestrated and repeatable pattern of activity that delivers an expected result.
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A.2. Other Glossaries

URL Description

https://dptp.london.ac.uk/mod/glossary/view
.php?id=2323&mode=letter&hook=A&sortk
ey=&sortorder=

OAIS Glossary 2018

https://www.dpconline.org/handbo
ok/glossary

Digital Preservation Coalition Handbook glossary

https://nationalarchives.gov.uk/arc
hives-sector/projects-and-program
mes/plugged-in-powered-up/digital
-preservation-workflows/glossary/

The National Archives | Digital preservation workflow
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Collections
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guidance
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management. Collections Trust

Rights
management
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pectrum-resources/rights-man
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guidance

A guide to copyright
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copyright:
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Digital
preservation
guidance
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BitCurator
Consortium BitCurator

https://bitcuratorconsortium.org
/resources/#viewall

Digital
preservation
guidance

An introduction to digital
forensics.

Bodleian
Libraries, Oxford
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Digital
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Digital forensics

https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac
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Digital
preservation
guidance

Introduction to digital
preservation best practice
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Digital
Preservation
Coalition

Digital
Preservation
Handbook
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dbook

Digital
preservation
guidance
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devices that are at risk of
obsolescence.

Digital
Preservation
Coalition

The “Bit List” of
Digitally
Endangered
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https://www.dpconline.org/digip
res/champion-digital-preservati
on/bit-list

Digital
preservation
guidance

Overview of the risks of
not carrying out digital
preservation and the
benefits of implementing
digital preservation best
practice.

Digital
Preservation
Coalition

What are the risks
of not preserving
digital material?

https://www.dpconline.org/digip
res/dpeg-motivator-costs

Digital
preservation
guidance

A quick introduction to
some basic digital
preservation concepts.

Digital
Preservation
Coalition

Just Keep the
Bits: An
introduction to
digital
preservation https://vimeo.com/169241520

Digital
preservation
guidance

Practical guide of how to
implement digital
preservation workflow in
your organisation.

Kevin Bolton, Jan
Whalen and
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Guidance for
Digital
Preservation
Workflows

https://www.nationalarchives.g
ov.uk/documents/digital-preser
vation-workflow-guidance-web-
server-copy.pdf

Digital
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guidance

Introduction to digital
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Library of
Congress

Digital
Preservation

http://www.digitalpreservation.
gov/

Digital
preservation
guidance

An introduction to fixity
checking and data
integrity.

Library of
Congress

Protect your data:
File Fixity and
Data Integrity

https://blogs.loc.gov/thesignal/
2014/04/protect-your-data-file-f
ixity-and-data-integrity/
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Digital
preservation
guidance

Introduction to digital
preservation best practice
and concepts.

The National
Archive

Preserving Digital
Records

http://www.nationalarchives.g
ov.uk/information-manageme
nt/manage-information/preser
ving-digital-records/

Digital
preservation
guidance

Very useful practical
step-by-step instructions
or workflows to be used by
archives to transfer digital
collections into the
archive, access the
content and preserving it
for the long term. Some of
the procedures will be
different in museums.

The National
Archive

Digital
Preservation
Workflows

https://www.nationalarchives.g
ov.uk/archives-sector/projects-
and-programmes/plugged-in-p
owered-up/digital-preservation-
workflows/

Digital
preservation tools

Example of an open
source tool that generates
a checksum on your digital
files. Security Xploded Hash Generator

https://securityxploded.com/ha
shgenerator.php

Digital
preservation tools

An introduction to digital
asset management
systems. Collections Trust

Digital Asset
Management

https://collectionstrust.org.uk/w
p-content/uploads/2016/11/SP
ECTRUMDAMFinal2013.pdf

Digital
preservation tools

BagIt is a technical
specification that
describes how digital files
and accompanying
metadata and other files,
together in a "Bag", so the
digital files can be more
easily moved together and
the relevant checks are
carried out to ensure the
digital files in the bag have
moved correctly.

Library of
Congress

BagIt File
Packaging Format

https://tools.ietf.org/id/draft-kun
ze-bagit-14.txt

Digital
preservation tools

Bagger is an application
that puts digital files and
accompanying metadata
and other files, together in
a "Bag", so the digital files
can be more easily moved
together and the relevant
checks are carried out to
ensure the digital files in
the bag have moved
correctly. It follows the
BagIt specification.

Library of
Congress Bagger

https://github.com/LibraryOfCo
ngress/bagger

Digital
preservation tools

An introduction to digital
preservation systems.

The National
Archives

Digital
Preservation tools
and systems

https://www.nationalarchives.g
ov.uk/archives-sector/advice-a
nd-guidance/managing-your-c
ollection/preserving-digital-coll
ections/digital-preservation-too
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ls-systems/

Digital
preservation tools

DROID File format
profiling tool produced by
TNA.

The National
Archives

File Profiling Tool
(DROID)

http://www.nationalarchives.go
v.uk/information-management/
manage-information/policy-pro
cess/digital-continuity/file-profili
ng-tool-droid/

Metadata
Introduction to metadata
standards. Collections Trust

What information
should I record?

https://collectionstrust.org.uk/
digital-isnt-different/digitisatio
n-resources/digitisation-inform
ation/

Metadata Introduction to metadata.
Getty Research
Institute

Introduction to
Metadata

https://www.getty.edu/publicati
ons/intrometadata/

Models and
standards

Metadata standard,
focussing on the
information required to
manage and preserve
digital objects so they are
identifiable, retrievable,
understandable and
viable.

Library of
Congress

PREMIS. Data
Dictionary for
Preservation
Metadata v 3

http://www.loc.gov/standards/p
remis/v3/premis-3-0-final.pdf.

Models and
standards

Model used to assess
your organisation's
readiness for managing
digital collections.

National Digital
Stewardship
Alliance

2019 Levels of
Digital
Preservation https://osf.io/4d567/

Models and
standards

OAIS is a model for
describing the processes
of a digital archive. The
terms AIP (Archival
Information Package) and
SIP (Submission
Information Package) are
particularly useful
concepts for keeping
digital files together during
Object entry and moving
the DCO within the
museum's digital
locations.

The Consultative
Committee for
Space Data
Systems

The Open
Archival
Information
System (OAIS)

https://cwe.ccsds.org/moims/_l
ayouts/15/WopiFrame.aspx?so
urcedoc=/moims/docs/MOIMS-
DAI/Draft%20Documents/OAI
S%20v3/OAIS%20final%20v3
%20draft%20with%20changes
%20wrt%20OAISv2%2020190
924-rl.docx&action=default

Models and
standards

Model used to assess
your organisation's
readiness for managing
digital collections.

The Digital
Preservation
Coalition

Rapid
Assessment
Model (RAM)

https://www.dpconline.org/digip
res/dpc-ram

Models and
standards

PRONOM is a register of
recognised file formats
produced by TNA and
works with DROID.

The National
Archives

The Technical
Registry
PRONOM

https://www.nationalarchives.g
ov.uk/aboutapps/pronom/puid.
htm

Policy
Template for collections
development policy. Collections Trust

Collections
Development
Policy Template

https://collectionstrust.org.uk/r
esource/collections-developme
nt-policy-template/
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Policy

Guidance on developing a
digital preservation
strategy and policy.

The National
Archives

Developing a
digital
preservation
strategy and
policy

https://www.nationalarchives.g
ov.uk/archives-sector/advice-a
nd-guidance/managing-your-c
ollection/preserving-digital-coll
ections/developing-a-digital-pr
eservation-strategy-and-policy/

Policy

White paper on digital
preservation and why it is
needed in museums.

United Nations
Educational,
Scientific and
Cultural
Organization
(UNESCO)

Charter on the
Preservation of
Digital Heritage

https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ar
k:/48223/pf0000179529.page
=2

Training

Free online training run by
the Digital Preservation
Coalition, available free for
anyone working in the
GLAM sector.

Digital
Preservation
Coalition

Novice to Know
How - Digital
preservation
training

https://www.dpconline.org/digi
pres/train-your-staff/n2kh-onli
ne-training
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